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Religion and Demographic Behaviour in Ireland

BRENDAN M. WALSH*

"~N culturally divided communities differences in demographic behaviour
|frequently become a focal point of prejudice and controversy. The higher
.A.birth rategenerally found among the poorer or disadvantaged group is
typically seen as a threat of eventual outbreeding by the rest of the population.
On a world-wide scale it is true that the less developed nations are increasing
the~ir share of total population due to their very rapid rate of natural increase.
Examples of similar shifts in population proportions within countries come
readily to mind--the black/white ratio in the United States or the French]
English balance in Canada, for instance. Fear of a comparable situation exists
in Northern Ireland today, Where the Catholic minority is sometimes depicted
as inexorably outbreeding the Protestant majority, while in the Republic of
Ireland the demographic strength of the Catholic majority may create the
impression of a threat to the viability of the numerically very small religious
minority.

There¯ is a limited amount of objective material available on the demo-
graphic aspects of the Irish religious question. Park’s study of human fertility
in Northern Ireland appeared before the publication of the detailed results
on the I96I CenSus, but the fertility data from the Census have been used
by Robinson to construct a picture of the’regional variations in birth and
fertility rates.1 The~Geary and McCarthy addendum to the Emigration Corn-

*lB. M. Walsh is a Research Officer of the Economic and Social Research Institute. The paper has
been accepted for publication by ~,e Institute. The author is responsible for the contents of the paper
including the views expressed therein.

1A. T. Park, "An Analysis o£ Human Fertility in Northern Ireland", 3ournal of the Statistical and
, Social Inquiry Society of Ireland, I96~-3 XXI, pp. i-i3. Alan Robinson, "The Geography of Human

Fertility in Northern Ireland (i96i)", Irish Geography, Vol. V. No. 4, (I967) PP. 3o2-31o.
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mission is a valuable summary of the sitUation in the Republic down t01946.2
Partly as a consequence of the dearth Of available studies,~ the debate on the
population aspects of the religious situation is all too often uninformed Or
misinformed3 The aim of the present study is modest, namely, to use the
published data sources to Construct as complete a picture as possibleOf .the
demographic beha~our of ’the-;religiotis":groups~ ii~~ botli:,i~art~~ of: ireland., For
the most part, the facts are presented without commentary, although some
of the more obvious implications are underlined. While it emerges from the
present study that the use ofreligion to classify the ,population of Ireland is
meaningful from a demographic pointof view)-(since there is a SharP contrast "
in the demographic behaviour of Catholics and the rest 0fthe population), ......
this need not be taken to imply that religion is the 0nly, or eventhe most I
important, source of social conflict in Ireland today. . ::i

¯ i

I

THE BROAD OUTLINE ’ ]
!

In the last hundred, years the population of Ireland has fallensharply, but ~, _.. . . :)
most of thisreduction has occurred in the~ area now forming the;Republic of
Ireiand (RI). over[ the" same ~peri0d :there:: have" been SubstantiaI changes-in
the religious comp0siti0n 0f theIrishpOp~dafi6n.:T~tble.i~is~designed~ to: :!
summarize :~these events. :~e Steady decline i~ theperden~ge.of the ~pul~tion
0f’.RIthat is inthe Other"Denominations (OD) .is Very striking. The ~marked
decline in the perCentAge of the Northern Ireland (N I) population: that ~was
(Roman): catholic (RC)!~between 186 i :and 19571 is ~equently-dverlooked On -
account of the rise m"~ percentage since 1937.’Arematkal~le. a,4pedt of th[e
situation is the virtual: Stability Of the ~religious distribution Of the,p0pulation ;

- of"all Ireland" Since i86!, and even:in the actualnumbers in,each religion ~ "
since 191 !. This reflects the general tendency for the proportion Of the popula,
tion that is O D tO :rise in NI at the same timeit was falling,in RI. As may be
seen from the last’p~t of the Table, the~trend has been a steady rise in the ¯ [~ ]
Concentratlon’of tlie: Irish OD p0pulatl0n in: NI,: egp~cially over tile yearh ....
191 i-i 926. This phenomenOn ~ discussed at greater~ length in the App~ndixi :.::i .....
in:the context 0fthe movement betweei~ RI: and NL ~ : ~’~ ¯ : ’ " : i

Our main interest lies .inthe more recent: period, i946=196~i. (The.. !966 :.
.Census of Population did riot contain a question onreligion ineitherNI or ’

RI, so x961:~is thelatest date for :whichdetailed information On our Subject
is avail~d~le,)Over thepost:War, p6riod’~ere was only ~tsiight increase[ in the ~

t~ of the Commission On Emigration and Other Population Problems,: (Dublin,.x 954) Adden-
dum N0.2, byR. C. GearyandM.D.MCCarthy. "’ : , ~ ’ ,-, ~ -7:. ,~, : ’ , " .... "’ ,

,, SA-dispa~donate study of the, situati0n ,in: Northern Ireland, :which ,contains’~some, information on
population questions, may:tin found in Denis P. Bal-ritt and Charles F. Ca~er, T/w :~ort!wm ~Irdand
Problem::A Study of Cornnmn~ Relations, (London, x962); ~ ." ¯ ,’:’ , : ’. , ’, [ :/" ’. ,;

4The"declsion todesignate the’two religi0u.4 gr0ups "Other De~iominations’" and "Roman Catholic
waspartly dictated by a~¢ considerations, pa!ttiy bya desi~ tO use oflicialNI:and’ RI ,Censu~"0f
Population terminol0gy as far. as possible.- " ,~.: ~ ...... - "~ ..... - ............. :,
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by
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Table 1: The Population of Ireland by Religion

(Thousands)

Column refering to 1911 should read:-

1861-1961

Area

Nl

Religion 1911

RC 430

OD 821

RI RC 2,813
OD 327

All Ireland RC 3,243
OD 1,148

RC Population as Percentage of Areals Total Population at Each Date

NI
R!
All Ireland

34. 4
89. 6
73. 6

OD
RC
All Religions

Percentage of All lrelandts Population Livin~t in NI

71.5
13.3
28. 5

i"



I~ELIGION :AND D~.MOGRAPHIC, BEHAVIOUK IN IRELAND

TABL~ I : The Population of Ireland by Religion I86Z-I962~
(Thousands)

I9ZI    Z926 Z936-7 Z946 r95r zO6ZDa~ z86z

Religion
RC 572
OD 824

A~a
494    421     429 47u    497

NI 757     836     851 9oi    928

RC 3,934 2;81’.3 2,75x 2,77.4 2,786 2,673
RI OD 468 327 221 194 169 x45

All Ireland RC 4,5o6 3,3o7 3,I 73 3,2o3 3,I 7°
OD 1,262 I,O84 i,o56 x,o45 i,o73

RC Population as Percentage of Area’s Total Population at Each Date

NI                  41 "o 39 "5 33 "5 33 "5 34"4 34"9
RI 89"4 89"6 92.6 93"5 94"3 94"9
All Ireland 78°I 75"3 75.o 75"4 74"7

Percentage of All Ireland’s Population Living in NI

OD 65"3 69"8 79.2 81 "4 86"5
RC x2"7 14.9 x3.3 x3.4 x5.7All Religions 24.2 28.5 29.7 3o.i 33.6

A question on religion was asked in the NI censuses of I926~ 1937, i951 and-i96i
and the RI Censuses of I926, i936, I946 and 196i.

RC proportion of the population of both RI and NI, although the RC share
in the population of "all Ireland" fell due to the substantial loss of RC popula-
tion from R1. This general near-stability is somewhat surprising in the light
of the presumably large religious differentials in the vital rates that underline
population change, so it will be helpful to examine these rates seriatim and to
explore the extent to which thedifferentials are mutually cancelling.

BIRTH RATES

The crude birth rate reflects three aspects of a population’s demographic
structure: its marriage rates (or nuptiality), its marriage fertility and its age
structure. In the special ease where the populations being compared are
defined in terms of religious affiliation, the question of marriages accross
religious boundaries ("mixed marriages") must also be considered. These
topics Will nOW be discussed in turn.

-i,.~

(
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Marriage Fertility - " ~ ..... ~ . ....

A simple summary measure of i marriage fertility is the annual number ’of
legitimate live ¯births per z,oo0 marriedwomen of child-bearing age.:~Births " ¯
are not registered by refigion in either part¯ of Ireland, but~it is possible to ~ "
distribute the birthsoceurring in or near a Census year betweenthe religions
on the basis of the religious composition of the population aged under one
year as recorded in the Census.5~ Part A of Table 2 records marriage fertility
by religion, calculated in this manner, for NI in I95o-2 and z96o=2, and for
RI in z946 and I96O-2. At both~,dates RC ¯fertility was about 80 per cent
higher.than OD fertility in NI, while a similar though slightly smaller differen,
tial,existed in RI..This measure ofmarriage fertility/is affected by:the age
structure of the married population being considered. In order: to remove
this influence from the comparison, and thus isolate the difference in fertility .... ~
at each age, the following attempt atage’standardization has been undertaken:
using the England and Wales Z964 age-specific (five year intervals) legitimate
fertility rates, the number of births expected in each~populati0n of.married
women in Table 2 has been calculated; the actual number of recorded births
has been expressedas a percentage’ of the expected number and this

ra.: ,,    ."standardized fertility uo presented in, Part B of the Table.e This ratio
expresses actual births as a percentage of those expected on the basis of English
age-specific fertility .rates: it is not-a "births per i,ooo married women’-’.
concept, and Care-must be taken not to compare the figures ~in’ Part A with
those in Part B of the Table. Animmediate consequence of age-standardiZation: ¯
is to eliminate the discrepancy between RC .fertility- in NI and RI, .making it
clear that the higher figure recorded for ~theRCpopulafionof~NI in Part-A
is a reflection of the younger age structure of the KC married female popula:.

~tion in’NI comparedwith RI. Some narrowing Of the RC]OD differential in
NI between I95o--2 and z96o~-2 is also apparent from the standardized data.A �lear picture of. a- considerable excess.0f RC over ODfertility. in both

iareas emerges from Table 2. Since," however, marriage fertility varies, greatly " ~
between’. SOcial groups, lit is~]mportant to :try m:estabiish t0:what degree ~the ~ . ,~,
contrast in~ marriage fertility is attributabie to-’the differeilt, ocCupational -, .,
distribution Of "the religionL Thisis’facilitated by" the detailed ~ tabulations ~ ’
contained inthe i96i Fertility Reports Compiled from the census returns.. From
a study of these tables it is clear that in both areas for any age at marriage
and duration of marriage the average family size of the RC,population is
considerably higher thanthat of the OD population in each social group:the. ¯
general tendency is.for completed family. Size to be .about:50 per cent higher "
among the RC population. Consequently, even if both religions’were equally     t

5This procedure is inaccurate tothe extent.that infant mortality and/or net migration differs between ’ ’
the two religions,an effect thatis probably negligible,In RI the populatiofi aged o-2 years has to be -.-
used .~ince there is no more detailed breakdewr/of.the total population by age and religion,~- -.. ,’’, " :

*The need for this indirect standarizafion technique arises due to the absence of age-sPecific fertility’ ,. ¯
rates by religion for Ireland. , ~- " , ~ ~ ," ~ ¯ ~ ,~ ¯ ,

Ji

i J!
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TABLE 2 : A : Estimated Number of Legitimate Live Births per r, ooo Married Women
Aged z5-44 by Religion (Annual Average)

Date RC OD

NI 195o-2 280.9 I5o.4
NI 196o-2 287 "9 163"4

RI 1946 275"4 179.2
RI 196o-2 254.6 151.3

B : Standardized Fertility Ratios

RC OD

NI I95O-2 243 - I27
NI .i 96o-2 24° 134

RI I96O-2 250 i49

Data Sources: NI: Ceusus of Population, 195.1 and 1961, General Reports. Fortieth
Annual Report of the Registrar General, 1961, Table A.

RI : Census of Population, 1946, Vol. III, pt. I. Census of Population, 196 I, Vol.
XII, pt. I. Report on Vital Statistics 1965, Table XIII; Statistical Abstract.

represented in all social groups, the fertility of the whole RCI population would
remain considerably above that of the OD. This point is made more precisely
with the aid of NI data in Table 3, where fertility data for all marriages of
"completed fertility" (i.e. where the wife was aged over 45 in I96I, but had
married before reaching age 45) are summarized. The "occupation-
standardized" RC average family size was computed by applying the average
RC family size in each social group to the OD population of that group and
summing for all groups, thereby obtaining the total number of RC children
expected if the RC fertility remained unchanged within each group but the
RC population¯ was redistributed according to the present OD distribution
by social group. This total of children was then converted to an average
family size by dividing it by the total’ number of OD families. The OD
occupation-standardized family size was similarly calculated, this time by
imposing the RC occupational distribution on the OD married population,
and assuming the OD fertility to remain unaltered in each social group. It
may be seen from the Table that occupational standardization has very little
effect on the OD/RC differential in family size; regardless of whether column
(3) is compared with column (2) or column (4) with column (I), the differen-
tial is not much reduced from its level between column (I) and (~).

i¸:. ;
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T.tB~ 3: Average FamilySize; Families of CompletedFertility, .N’I, by Religion.

¯ , . , . ,-

Families )

Averse ~’~y Size

" occutmtibn-standardized,

OD RC ..... OD.
(0 (~) (3)

2o8.3 I33"4
79"3 28:5

Data Source: NI, Census of population x961, Fertili~ Report, Table 7.

Thus very little of the excess of RC over OD fertility in NI is attributable ¯
to the concentration of the RC population in high fertility social groupsi A ....
caveat must, however, be entered regarding the currency of these data: figures
for completed family size of necessity refer to the behaviour of the last genera-

The fertility figuresby social group facilitate detailed comparisons ofthe
level of fertility in each religion in NI and RI. Some adjustments, however, ’

ale[ ~equired fo~ achieve ci~mparability befWeen the’ �la~ificati0n of social
groups used in the two areas. It was not considered feasible to reconcile the ~¯~,
following.groups: Employers, Large and Small Establishments; Personal
Service Workers; Own Account,. Non-ProfesgionaL(NI categories); Employers
and Managers; Other~’ Non-Manual ~workers (l~i categories))Some of .the ~ "

remaining.groups in each areahave been amalgamated in thebelief that-the ¯
broadly defined~groups are more nearly identical incoVerage¯ between the
two areas: The results of these comparisons are presented in Table 4- The data -
refer to all ages at marriage under 45" years, and no account is taken of the slight
Variations between areas in the age at marriage within each re!igious-social
group. It should also bekept in mind:that the occupational grouping is based ....
on the husbands’ occupations, while the’ religion of~ the wife determines the
family’s religion for~ Censuspurposes; :.    : -

The RC/OD differentials in’ each occupational group are consistent in both
areas, and the very highxelative fertility, of the RC population is once more
apparent; It is als0 clear that the social group differentials follow the same
general pattern in each area-and religion; with the professional grouphaving
the lowest, And Unskilled labourers’the ,highest, fertility. There’ is a slight
tendency for RCfertility in each occupational group to be higher in NI than
in RI,-withan even weaker indication Of a similar pattern for OD fertility.~ ~ ~’

7A more detailed~eomparison of, the two areas by religion, occupation and-age.at marriage shows:-
that the NI/R’I differential’is hot attributable to e~rlier marriages in each occup’atlon in NI. , ~

i

2"88 4.69 3"09 4’59
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TABLE 4: Average Family Size, Marriages of Completed Fertility in x96r, Selected Occupa-
tional Groups by Religion, aVI and RI, z96z

Social Group Average Family Size

Number Identification RC O D

NI 13 + 14 Farmers 4"62 3"32
RI I 4.23 3.xo

NI 15 Farm Labourers 4"72 3"79
RI 2 4,3° 3.38

NI 3 + 4 Professional 3"61 1.98
RI 3 + 4 (Higher and Lower) 3"55 2"o4

NI 5 + 6 Non-Manual 4" r4 2"39
RI 6 + 7 Employees 3"6o 2"o7

NI 8 + 9 Skilled Manual 4"82 2"87
RI 9 Workers 4"3 r 2"68

NI IO Semi-Skilled Manual 4.64 3.06
RI I o Workers 4"57 3"°8

NI I Unskilled Manual 5" I I 3"49
RI I I Workers 4.82 3.69

Data Sources: NI Census of Population, i96i, Fertility Report, Table 7.
RI Census of Population i96i, Vol. VIII Fertility of Marriage. The relevant cells

of Table 15 have been summed for each religion and occupation.

The difficulties of reconciling the occupational classifications used in the two
areas make this finding very tentative, but it is worth drawing attention to the
absence of evidence that the legal or culturaLethos of RI tends to raise marriage
fertility over its NI level, due allowances having been made for the occupa-
tional and religious distribution of the populations.

Nuptiality

From the viewpoint of the birth rate and its detei?minants, the marriage rate
(or nupfiality in general) is important only to the extent that a married woman
is more likely to bear children than an unmarried one. In both parts of Ireland
this is, of course, very much the case: the ratio of annual births per I,OOO
married women (aged I5-49) to births per I,ooo unmarried women (aged
!5-49) is 29"6 in NI and 4o’8 in RI. (The comparable ratio in England and
Wales is much lower, standing at 5"3). Thus marriage rates arevery important
as a determinant of Irish birth rates.
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Attenti0n has previously:been/drawn to the lower nuptiality of the RG
(compared with the OD) populati0n:in b0th:NI ~hd RI.8 The data of Table

5 summarize marriage levels by:area and religion; It may bcseenthat the gap
between :the! two religions was Smaller in RI than in NI, due to the fact that
OD nuptiality was lower in RI thanin~NI, This may be a reflection of the very
small size of the OD community in RI, Combined with a desire to avoid inter-
marriage. In both areas the RC married population was on average;slightly
older than thcOD married population, while there was a striking contrast in
the age strucutre of the married populations between NI and RI, with:much
larger~percentages 0f the married women of both religions in the z5-29 age
group~ in NI than was the case in RI. (This contrast betweeh the’ age §tructures
of the married populations in each areffwas reflected in the contrast between
the crude and age-standardized fertility rates¯ notedin Table ~). The difference
in age structure of the married population between the areas is probably more
a consequence of differences in past migration rates than-evider/ce of higher
age= a~nd religion-specific marriage rates inNI,,Yr0m Table 5 it is clear that
the gapbetween the.nuptiality of the two religious groups narrowed somewhat
in both areas over thepost-war period.

TABLE 5 : Nuptiality by R~ligion, NI and RI ¯

Area and Date
Married Women Age~ z5-44 Married Women Aged gS-29
as Percentage Of All Women as Percentage of Married

i Aged)rs-44 Women A~edIS-44

NI
NI

RI
RI

Leinster
Dublin C.B.

RC OD RC~ OD

x951 4z’7
I96I 47"Z"

: z946 38:9
z96i 46"6

x96z 46:6
z96z 43"3

54"4
58.6

44"8
51 "2

51,0

44"4

31"9
32"2

23"0
24"3

24"9
28"4

Data Sources: NI Census, General Reports.
RI Census, Vol. VII, pt. x.

There may be Sometendencyf0r RG nilptiality to be higher in NI than in
RI, .although Table 5 Shows i~nly a’ slightly higher percentage Of RG females
to be married in RI :thaia in NI, and tlae:¢ontrast in ~the age structure of the
married populations cannot be taker/ as ’conclusive evidence of ~gher age-

.of. Brendan M. Wahh, Some Irish Population Problems Reconsidereit, (Dublin, ESRI, i968)i Table 9.
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specific marriage rates. Data for Leinster and Dublin have been included in
the Table to allow comparison between NI and regions of RI that are highly
urbanized and have experienced relatively low net emigration rates in the past.
It may be seen that in these.~areas nuptiality is either almost the same or
somewhat lower than in all of RI, and that the RC/OD differential is greatly
reduced from its RI level in the case of Dublin.

Birth Rates : ~

These religious: differentials in marriage patterns are opposite in direction
from the fertility differentials as regards their impact on the birth rate. It does
not seem likely, however, that the nupfiality differential is large enough to
more than partially offset the higher fertility of the RC married population.
On the basis of the procedure used to distribute births by religion for Table 2
it is possible to c6nstruct a crude birth rate by religion, which is recorded in
Table 6 (for this Table, of course, both legitimate and illegitimate births have
been distributed). In NI the RC birth rate was about 40 per cent higher than
the OD rate in both 1950-2 and 196o-2. The rise in both religions’ rate over
the decade is a reflection of the higher nuptiality prevailing at the end of the
period. In RI, on the other hand, while the RC/OD birth rate differential
in 1946 was almost the same as that found in NI in 195o-2 and 196o-2, the
gap widened considerably in the years: after 1946, and in 1960-2 the RC rate
was 67 per cent higher than the OD rate. This increase in the RG/OD birth
rate diffe!;ential in RI may be in part attributed to the larger increase in RC
nuptiality over the period (a 20 per cent rise, compared with 14 per cent for
OD, cf. Table 5, left panel) and the greater fall in OD marriage fertility (I8
per cent, compared with 8 per cent for the RC population, cf. Table 2-A).
The incomplete nature of the data makes it impossible to estimate precisely
the contribution of each of these factors to the widening of the differential in
the birth rate, but the 20 per cent reduction in the OD rate over the period
seems larger than would be expected on the basis of the estimated changes in
OD fertility and nuptiality. Another curious aspect of the data in Table 6 is
the much larger RC/OD birth rate differential in RI than in NI (196o-2):
the ratios are 167 per cent and 145 per cent respectively. The marriage fertility

TABLE 6: Crude Birth Rates (Annual, Per z,ooo Population) by Religion

Ar~a

NI
NI

RI
RI

Date RC OD

195o-52 25"9 18"3
196o-62 28.3 19.5

1946 23"4 16.o
1960-62 22"o 13"2
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differential is roughly equal in the two.areas (the RC/ODratio is ~I68 per Cent
in RI and 176 per cent in NI: CfTable 2-A), so the main- burden of the explana-
ti0n would: have to be b0rne~:by the difference in the nuptiality: differentials~
in the two areas. The RC/OD-ratio of proportions married (females, aged
I5-44) is 91 per cent in’ RI compared with 86 per cent in NI, and the ratio
of percentages of married females that are aged I5,~9 (i.e. the third column
of Table 5 divided by the fourth) is 99~6 per cent and 98.4 per cent in RI and
NI respectively. It seems unlikely that these differences in the RC/OD differen~
tials in percentages married are large enough (i) to offset the slight tendency
for the RC/OD marriage fertility differentials to be Smaller inRI than in NI
and (ii) tO give rise to the mucl~ greater excess of the P~G bktli~ rate Over the
OD rate in RI comp~red:with NI. The data on birth ratesl by re!igion therefore
suggest the operation of an influence such as mixed marriages iri which the
children of some married members of OD areraised (or returiied in the CensUs)
as RC.9 This factor appears to have greatly risen in imp0rtan~e: in RI’ Silace
i946, but it does not~ seem to b~°at all,important in NI. Tllis topic Wiii be taken

UP in more detail below.
¯ The ODbirth rate of I3.2 estimated for RI 196o-~ ~is extremely low by any
standards. A SearCh of the international data reveals that Huilgary in the early
1960’s was the only country with a lower rate (i 3" if fr0m :i 963 to 1965),~ and
the Hungarian rate hag now risen to over I4.~° The i0w OD birth rate0bviously
raises the question~ whether the population is being replaced. It is not possible
to estimate the death rate by religion, but since the Crude rate for RI was
I2.3 per i,ooo in I96I, the very much older than‘¯ average age structure Of the
OD population (see below) makes it Very likely that the OD death rate is
higher than z3.2 and hence that this populationexperiences an excess of
deaths over births (or natural decrease). For the fifteen-yearperiod I946--61
this question has been explored in :detail using the data recorded in,Table 7-
The main tool uSed)in the construct!or1 of this Table was coh0rt’analysis of
the !946 population by religion and of the births/Idistrlbuted by religion)
occurring between I946 and I96I. It may be seen from the Table that the
experience of the z946-6I period �onfirms ’our expeetafi0~~ 0fk natural
decrease in the OD populati0n of RI. The extraordinary contrast be~tween
the RC and OD demographic patterns is broughth0me by c0mparing the
9"7 annual average rate of natural increase of the RC population with the

DThis phenomenon would also have some impact upon our measures Of fertility. The data on average
family size are classified by religion accordin.g to the wife’s religion;so that a Protestant woman.married
to a Catholic man whose children were raised as Catholics would appear in our average family size
data as OD. The impact of this on the average family size data’could not be Very great howevei~, since
the only distortion involved is the extent to which such marriages differ in average size from those
where both husband and Wife are the same religion. The "births" per z,ooo married womeia" data
would, however, be more seriously dist0~ed in the ease just considered, because an OD married woman
is recorded as having no (OD) children. For the case where the mother is RC and the children are
raised as. RC, both our fertility measures are distorted only to’the extent that the fertility, of such
marriages differs from that of RC marriages in general. Thus itis clear that the impact of mixed
marriages on the OD birth rates is much greater than it is on either of our measures of fertility.

lounited Nations, Demograph~ Yearbook: x967, Table 7.
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TABL~ 7: Natural Increase of the Population, RI 1946-1961, by Religion

I5

(x) Alive in i946
(2) Expected Survivors to 1961
(3) Estimated deaths from 1946 pop.

= (i) - (2)
(4) Estimated births 1946-61
(5) Expected Survivors to i96i

from (4)
(6) Deaths from (4) 1946-6I

= (4) -- (5)
(7) Total Estimated Deaths

= (3) q- (6)
(8) Estimated Deaths in Ireland

= (7) × "971o98
(9) Estimated natural increase in

Ireland---- (4) -- (8)
(xo) Annual Rate of Natural increase

---- (9) + (Average of Actual
i946 and i96i Populations) X
1,000 ~ 15

RC OD

Males Females Total Males Females Total

1,413,o7I
I,I59,667

463,951

438,180

1,372,962 2,786,033 81,8o6 87,268 I69,o74
x,I5I,o4x 2,31o,7o8 62,54° 66,664 129,2o4

475,325 39,87o
439,565 9o3,516 17,787 I6,365 34,I52

419,937 858,I 17 I6,776 I5,617 32,393

45,399 1,759

52o,724 41,629

5o5,674 4o,426

Jr 397,842 --6,274

9"7 --2"7

Basic Sources: RI Census of Population I946, Vol. III, pt. I; I961~ Vol. VII, pt. x. Survivorship
probabilities calculated for five-year age groups from data in Census of Population i966, Vol. II, Table
XlII.

Notes: (i) Line (8) : .971098 is the ratio of the number of deaths actually recorded in RI between
1946-61 (546,ioo) to the total estimated in this Table (562,353). (ii) No attempt is made to estimate
births among the emigrant population. The "natural increase" figures recorded refer to the natural
increase of the relevant population in RI only.

2.7 annual average rate of natural decrease among the OD population. The
growth potential (in the absence of net migration) of the RC population is
thus I2"4 per I,ooo per year greater than that of the OD population. The
demographic weakness of the OD population revealed in these data is due to
the combined impact of the factors discussed earlier in this paper, namely, a
very low marriage rate (by international standards), a high death rate (due
to the age structure of the population), and the effect of mixed marriages in
which the children are raised RC.

Another striking feature of the data in Table 6 is the extraordinarily high
birth rate of the RC population of NI. At 28.3 this is higher than any recorded
in Europe in recent years, with the exception of Albania. It is strikingly higher
than the rate estimated for the RC population of RI because of the somewhat
higher nuptiality and Considerably different age structure of the NI RC
population. Despite the high birth estimated for the RC population in NI,
the contribution made by the loWer RC (compared with OD) nuptiality in NI
to holding the RC birth rate down is considerable. This point is illustrated by
calculating the RC birth rate that would be found in NI on the assumption
that actual (I96I) RC fertility were to be combined with (I96I) OD nup-
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tiality,xx This exerciseteads toan expected birthrate of 34"2 per I oo--extremely
highby world:standaiYdS~ andsome 25 per cent above the adttial :t-96o-2 rate.
Thus non-marriage is very important among the RC population Of NI in
offsetting the effecta of its~ high h~.arriagc fertility,lz

Age Struaur~: ¯      - ~ "

The age structures of. the religious groups in’ NIand RI/mky be briefly
considered. Table 8 records~ the.levels of young, old and! total: dependeney in
each population. The level of total dependency in th6 RG,population of h6th
areas is much higher ¯than that 0f the OD population,’dUe: iexdlusively to the
excels of RC young dependency. Inthe case of NI the data:sh0wthat there
are 78 RC in the dependent age groups for every ioo RC .in.the a’ctive ages,
compared with 57 per i0o inthe OD population. O/r the oh~erhand, :the OD
old dependency_ ratio is..very~ high, especiaUy in RI’. WithI 7per Cent. 0f¯ its
population aged 65 and over this population is older than that!,ofany ic0untry
in the world today, the highest country valuebeing for the Gei’man Dgmocratic.
Republic (14-5 per:cent aged65 and over). These leVelS ofy0ung/and old
dependency are the consequence of past levels 0f ilaturalincrease and actua1

population growth, and they in:turn.., have an impact on current crude .birth
and death rates. : .    "     :

:TABLE 8 :. Age Stnectui~.by, Religionz96Z~ ; !:I/ , ..... i: i "/~ i

Percentage of Total
Population Aged RC

O-I4 ~ .~ ,,.; .... 35"2
65 and 0ver ~ 8"6

(o-I4) + (65 and over) 43.8

OD RC OD

- . .. " ~I¸-~ ¯ : ~

~ 25.5
~ IO~9

’ 36"4

31"7 i": , 20"9
x9~9. !7.o

42"6 - 37:9

NET MIGRATION/RATES             ::,

in view oftlie much higher birth rate of the RC population in NI, the ~mall

rise in the RC percentage of total N!population’since I95! points to a’much

lXThe detail, of the calculation areas follows: .taking the.age-specific legitimate and illegitimate
fertility rates for RI’ (1961)~, as an approximation tO the NI R� rates, twolhypethefical tqta!s oi’.liyc
births were obtained, the first on’ the basis of the~actual distribution ~of the~NI RG femald~population
lJy age and marital statm,!the second on the basi.q of the NIKG female population distributed between¯
marital statuses in’ eachage group it( accordance witK the (NI) OD percentages" married and un-
married. The ratio’ Of the latter~ expected number of births to the former (x 2o~80 per cent) was then
applied to the estimated:RC birth rate to obtain the hypothetical rate quoted inthe ~ext.-’-" ;. :F-

-. atlt is extremely unlikely thatthe RG population’s birth rate wouldever reach 34.2 since a case can
be made which ascribes the present relattvely low RO nuptmlity to the rclatave)y high’ KG fertll ty,
and thus it may be e~pected.that fertility Will declinewith rising marriage rates: Of. Walsh, lop. dt,~ :
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TABLE 9: EstimatedNet Emigration Rates by Religion, ’Sex and Age, NI, x95r-1961
(Per IOO expected population)

+ = net immigration

Males Females

Age in x96z RC OD RC OD

o-- 9 2.1 2"7 1"3 3"0
l°-14 4"3 0.8 3"4 1"3
15-19 12"9 5"1 7"9 2’5
~o-24 28.6 9"5 22.1 8.6
25-29 31"7 i9.3 25"3 11.7
3o-34 18"5 IO’I 2o"1 8"5
35-39 IO.i 4"2 13"1 3"9
4o-49 6"9 2’ I 8.9 1.9
5o-59 4"7 o.I 6.3 o.6
6o-69 o.o + I "2 + 2"6 + 5"6

o-69 I o. I 4"5 8.8 3"o

higher net emigration rate among the RC population. This is generally pre-
sumed to be the ease, and Barrett and Carter provide approximate estimates
which substantiate this claim.1~ In this section the religious differentials in
net migration in both parts of Ireland will be explored in some detail.

Net migration between two census dates by religion, age and sex can be
estimated by the following procedure: applying ten-year (or fifteen-year)
survivorship ratios calculated from Life Tables to the I95x (or i946) popula-
tion by age, an expected I96I population may be calculated. The difference
between this expected population and the population actually recorded in
i96i provides an estimate of net migration, which may be converted to a
migration rate by division by the expected population?*

xsOp. cir., p. 1o7.
14Some of the technicalities of the calculations may be summarized here. For NI the basic source for

the survivorship ratios was the NI Life Table 1950-2. Unfortunately 195o-2 was a period of unusually
high mortality, as well as which there was a strong downward trend in mortality over the following
decade. The result is that use of the 1950-2 Life Tables leads to a considerable overestimation of deaths
between 1951 and 1961, most of which is concentrated in the older age groups. To avoid the major
part of this distortion the calculation of migration rates for NI has been limited to the population aged
0--69 in 1961. Thus it has not been feasible to cross-check our estimates of NI migration with the
Census totals, and some caution must be exercised in using the actual rates recorded. Our main concern
is not with the rates themselves, however, but with the ratio of the rates between the religions, and this
is not likely to be seriously affected by this problem.

Foi" RI survivorship ratios were far more accurately estimated on the basis of those implied in
Tables X-XIII of the Census, 1966, Vol. II, which employed three different Life Tables, one for each
five years of the intercensal period. Hence the concordance between our estimates of net migration for
RI and the Census totals is very close.

Births were assigned to each religion over the intercensal periods in accordance With the religiot~s
composition of the population aged under one year (or 0-0 years in RI) at each Census date, and
mortality among the infant population was estimated from the Life Tables.

The migration estimates reflect any net movement between the religions that may have oceurred~
as well as movement by meml~ers of a religion out of the country.
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.T~.~ xo: EstimatedJVet Emigration by Religion, Sex and Age
RI:-I946_:6I

(Rate Per xoo Expected Population, + = net immigration).

Age in x96x

o-4
5-9 ....

io-i4
I5-I9
~o-24
25-29
3o-34
35-39
4o--44
45-54
55 andovcr . .    ,~ .

All Ages

. Mates ..... Females

RC OD RC OD

+3"0
3"0

3:4
IB.9
40"5
45 "4
40"0
29.0
15"6

9"~
0"7

15.8

2:5
IO"5
7;2
I3"I
I9.O
28.8
28"I
I8"6

8",I

5"3
+0.7

9"9

+2.9
3"3
4"0

20.3
4o’6
42.8
36.i
22"7
I4"9
I2.6

I-7

I5"4 .

o.8
9,0
7"0

I6.9
29"4
35"7
29"5
I6"6
xi-5

8’2
+I "2

I0’8

- - k -,     ,

Table 9 records the estimated net emigration rate by religion, age and sex
for NI, x95x-6x. The age structure of net migration is similar in eadh:sex and

efigaon, wxth heavy net mxgratton confined to those aged x 5-39 years. A very
much higher RC net emigration in :bothsexes is immecliately cleat from the
Table, the RC rate:for all ages0-~obeing more than twice t}~e eorrespor~ding
OD rate. The Situation in RI as summarized in Table xo. (The different age
groupings used in Tables9 and io areexpiained in footnote 14 above). It is
quite surprising to record a higher net emigration rate: for ¯the RC than for the
OD population of RI. The common assumption seems to be that the OD
population of RI experiences a ¯higher net emigration rate and a number of
reasons are often advanced to explain why this might be so: the’§mail absolute
size of the OD community in RI, the putatively stronger cultural tieslof this
community with Great Britaiii and NI,’the low~ marriage rate in.Ireiand, and
the possibility of religious and political ¯discrimination. Our finding in Table
i o suggests either that these factors are not’importafit Or thafthey are more
than outweightd by the, greater urbanization and more favourable economic
position¯of the OD community in RI. However, it is also true that the pattern
revealed in TableI o is in fact a reversal of migration differentials that existed
before x 946, when the OD c0mmuni~, liad an netl emigration rate¯ from RI
approximately 5o per cent above the RC rate.a~

A complete ,picture .of the components of popu!ati0r~ changeby re!igion,

"CA’. Censuses of P0pulafion of Ireland, 1946 and x95iI GeneraLRepor,, (Dublin,. x958), Table 155.
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1946~6 I, may :be drawn for, RI on the basis of our calculations of birth :rates:
and net migration, (The corresponding~picture for NI cannot be obtained,-
due to our, inability, to obtain accurate estimates of net migratiori in the Older
age ,gr0ups, and-the generally, lower accuracy of ,the estimate "of migration
numbers for this area; footnote 14 above), Numbers and rates 0f births, deaths:
and: net migration are presented in Table I I: the rates have been expressed:
per i,ooo average ,(!946-61) population and¯ relate to the entire intercensali
,period, and on both these accounts they differ from those presentedin earlier
Tables. The demographic weakness of the OD, vis d vis the RC, population
may be seen to liein a low birth rate anda:high death rate, but not in a higk
emigration rate. The reasons for the high~ OD death rate and low birth rate
have been. discussed above. .... , .... ,,

The religious differentials in net emigration are so pronounced in both t(I

and NI that it is worth attempting to shed further light on the situation by
comparing rates within regions in each part of Ireland. The l~(l population
of NI is, relatively concentrated in the poorer regions, "west of the Bann",
whereas the OD population of RI: is relatively highly urbanized and concen-
trated in the Dublin region. For NI therefore the counties of Fermanagh and
Antrim have been selected as ¯representative of the poorest andrichest areas,,
while for RI county Cavan has been selected as a poor area with a reasonably
large OD population. Calculation of net migration rates for these counties
serves as a- crude attempt to remove the effect of the different occupational

TABLE 1 I: Components of Population Change by Religion R[ x946-~61c

Estimated Numbers (Thousands) "

Population Net ’Population
z946 Births       Deaths Emigration z963c

OD I69.I 34"2 4o’4 17"9 . 144,9
RC ~        2,786"0 903"5 , 505"7 51o-4 2,673.5

Total 2,955"! ’ 937"7 : 546"I " 528"3 2,818"4

Estimated Annual Average Rates Per z,ooo "Average                   Population .: ....

Births       Deaths ’. .... NetEmigration    Population Decrease

OD . 1,4’5
RC 22.1

i7"2
12"4

, o7i6 .... ’ io.3 ’
12"5 2’7

Total 21 "7 12.6 12.2 3"2

Notes on derivation are contained in text andat end of Table 7. ,,, -

:; ? ¯

.?
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distributions of the-twoxeligions groups, and is of interest in itself from-the
viewpoint of the regional distribution of the two populations, ......

From Table 12 it is clear that’the religions differentials in migration found
in NI as a Whole arc intensified in: Fermanagh. Of course, greater caution is
needed in’using these estimates of county net migratiOn:~ in. the firstplace,~ ~_ .
the use.of national Life TablestOcalcUlate COunty death rates is inappropriate
in view of probable regional vaHations~in the death rate, and.sec0ndly. "net
migration" on the county level refers to movement intoand outofthe county .... "
regardless of:destination (thus a Fermanagh resident who-moves to Belfast is
counted as art"emigrant" in Table i 2),. and, finally, Special’ factors affect the-
rather small numbers in some 0f the age-sex categories examined (the net:
inflow of young OD males to Fermanagh is probably due to the attractiortbf
the boarding schoOl Portora). In contrast with the Fermanagh experience, in
Antrim the net inflow rates were almost the same for both religions over the
decade; However, the~calculation Of net immigration rates is necessarily~
ambiguous: in Table x 2 the base:used is the expected (in the absence of net
migration) population, but it~ could be objected that the migrants are not
drawn from this population. The use of an alternative base (such as the popula-
tion of NI less AntrimI would be even less "meaningful;but it should be noted
that if this base were employed the OD immigration rate to :Antrim would
be higher than the RC rate. Despite these qualifications it may be said that the
contrast in net migration rates by religion is most marked in the poorer western
counties, and least marked in a wealthy, rapidly growing county, where the
net inflow of R(] population was about equal to that of the OD population
(when both inflows are expressed as a proportion of the population of the same
religion already in the area); The contrast between Fermanagh and Antrim
in migration differentials is reflected in the fact that between i95i and 1961
the RC percentage of Fermanagh population fell from 55.6t053.2, while that
of Antrim rose from 22.1 to 24"4.

In Cavan there was approximate equality between the RG and OD migra-
tion rates, i946--61. That the OD rate was not higher-is surely surprising in
view Of the proximity of the county to NI, with its very large OD populationi
and the very small absolute size of the Cavan OD population:in i96i, there
were only 6,625 persons recorded as OD in Cavan (andonly 885 OD single ,:
males aged x5-44). The higher net emigration of the OD population aged
o-x4 is probably a reflection of the attraction of NI schools, but the near-
equality of rates in all other age groups is both remarkable in :itself and in
marked contrast with the situation in neighbouring Fermanagh.

¯ Some comparisons between NI and l~I net emigration experience may be
made at this stage. Between 195! and I96I the net emigration rate for RI
(population aged o-69 in i96x) was I6.3 for males and !4"7 for females~t6’

leBased on data in O. E. V. Leser, "Recent Demographic Developments in Ireland", ffSSISI, XXI
(III), Table I8, .-. ~ :
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TABLE 12 : Estimated Net Emigration Rates by Religion
+ = net immigration

" mr

Fermanagh x95r-6x
Males                        Females

Age in x96x RC OD RG OD

o-9
I(-I4
z5-I9
20-24
25-29
3o--34
35-39 o
4o49
50-59
6o-69

o69

3"5 3"I 3"6 5"3
5"9 + IO’O 5"5 2"0

22"2 +3"I 23"3 I~’O
44.0 2.6 50.0 20.7
39"3 17"3 44"8 z 7"4
28"7 I2"5, 2I°5 I"4I5"I 4"8 11.2 +0.6
x I .o 2"3 i i. I 3"5

5"7 Z’7 9"0 2"9
+ 4"3 + 7’6 + 2"2 + 5"4

I4"4 I5"2 4"62"0

Antrim x95x-6x
Male                         Female

Age in x96x RG OD RG OD

o- 9 +I2"5 +4"8 +12.o +4.8
Io-I4 +I3"7 +5"4 +1o.2 +7.0
I~I9 +4"7 2.o +5.i +3"9
2o-24 9’3 4"9 0"9 +4"8
25-29 6"9 o.8 +2"4 +1o.8
3°-34 +15.4 +I2.8 +8.i +ii.5
35-39 +I4"4 +9"6 +6"7 +6.7
4o49 +io.o +6.i +2"7 +5"1
5o-59 +5.2 +5"3 +2.i +4.0
6°-69 +3"5 +7"o +8.6 +ii.2

o-69 +8"4 +4’4 +6.8 +6.5

Gavan x946-6x
Males Females

Age in z96x RG OD RG OD
o-x4 o.o 7"6 0.6 i2.415-i 9 30"9 26"5 4°~3 47 "9

2o-24 54"6 52" I 63 "9 59"4
25-29 56"7 53" I 59" I 62 "4
3o-34 46"9 49’9 45"8 41.o
35-39 4°. I 29" I 27"2 2 z .6
4o-44 21.8 2o.3 z7.8 24"2
45-54 x5.6 I5.2 I6.i 2o.5

o-54 26"5 27"z 27.o 31"9

2I
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These rates for the:.combined religious:p0pulations’ 0f~ RI Way in fact be taken
as a good approximation to the~ RGrates, since well over 95 per ,cent of the
emigration Was from the RCpopulati0iiand even. Wvery large. RC/0D migra-
tion differential ,would eause,the<�ombined rate to differ Very little from
the RC rate (the approximation is necessary, because, the I95I Census did
not �ontain. a question on religion),, It is clear that these approximafe rates
for theRC populati0nof RI, I95iT~fii, are veryimuch .higher than the RC .rate ¯from NI calculated in Table: 9; .last row. Thus,. even. though the -RC

emigr~/tion rate from NI was substatitially greater th/~n the OD rate from this
area, it was lower th~/n that for. the RC population i0fRI: over the same period.
For hhe situation x96i ~-~fi, however,’the position appears to have been reversed:
with~ the net, emigration for RI (all‘ religions) only marginaUy higher than. the
corresponding NI rate (2".7 per cent of expected population compared ~ with
2’5 per cent), if the~ Same RC/OD~ migration differentials persisted in.this,
period in NI as documented for the I95I-6I period, it is evident that the NI
RC rate would have’ been substantially above the’ RI RC rate.

The picutre ’emerging from this detailed discussionof the net-emigrati0n
rates is simple enough:-in ~NI. the higher RC emigration almost, fully offsets
the relatively high RC rate of natural increase and,the result is comparative
stability in the ~religious composition,0fthe total p0pulati0h.~ In, RI on the 0~ther
hand the lower net emigration of the 0D population only partially. Offsets its
lower r/~te of naturd i’increase and thus its share i~~tle total population-has
fallen’, steadily. Indeed the negative.rate Of natural: increase d0cumented~, for
the OD:population~ of RI indicates, that their numbers are unlikely .to grow
in the absence of a substantial net inflow either from abroad Or through change
of religion. "

In view of the importance of the OD/RC emigratiofi differential in maintain~
ing population balance in NI, it is of interest to explore the consequence of a
hypothetical equalization of emigrakion rates, population projections have
been prepared under the following extreme set of assumptions, which are the
most favourable possible from the viewpoint 0f the expansion of the RC ~hare
in total population: given the present (196o--2) birth rate differentials, equalize
the net emigration rateS~at the’rates experienced by.the whole population
between 196 I.Tand X 966,-. and prepare,~ projections of the population of each
religi0nby age and sex. In Table ~3 ;the resu!ts 0f ~is exercise are ]~rese’nted
for the: total and for the adult (aged 2oand over)~population. A commentary
on the social significance of the findings in Table 13 isbest left to the concluding- . .~
remarks, below, but some purely t~chnical matters .may be noted here.: The-
incre/ise in the RC share tends to accelerate over. time,as ,the effect of low e~
emigrationmakes itselffelt on the birth rate (the.ODinet emigration is actffallyi
raised over its present level in this exercise,~ hence’the ,number of OD births
fails for the earlier part of the projection). The RC,Share of the total,.popula-
tion rises more rapidly, than that of the adult~ popu!ati0n, a reflection o~the
younger age, structure of the-RC-population,-:Finally,..it.~ should:be recalled

" . . "    ¯             .’ .
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that these projections start from .the’ actual I96I population, and ~that even
the figures-for I966 are projections and are not at all likely to c0rre.~pond to
the actual (unknown) religious composition of the I966 populati0n.*~

TABLE I3: Projection of Nl Population by,Religion on Assumption bf Equal Net Emigration Rates and z 96r
Birth Rate Differentials

(Thousands)

Actual

x96r    z966    z97x    x976    x98x    x986    x99r x996    2ooz    zoo6

RC
OD
Total
% Rc

RC
OD
Total
% RC

Total Population

497"5 538.t 581.3 608-6 681.8 742"3 81o"7 887"7 973"7’ I,o69"9
927"5 949’2 966.8 98I’2 995"o I,oo9"5 I,o25"6 x,o43"I I,o63"4 IO86"o

1,425"o 1,487"3 x,548"1 x,6o9"8 1,676"8 1,751"8 1,836"3 1,93o’8 2,o37"x 2,I55"9
34"9 36.2 37"6 39"I 4o’7 42"4 44"2 46.o 47"8 49"6

Population aged zo and over

277’6 293"2 312"9 333"3 357"7 387"5 419"9 456"3 498"7 547’6
615’2 626"8 634.4 635"8 640’8 65I’o 659"4 667"2 677’5 690"8
892"8 92o’o 947"3 969"I 998"5 1,o38"5 I,o79"3 1,I23"5 I,I76’2 1,238"4

3I"I 31"9 33.o 34"4 35.8 37"3 38"9 4°.6 42"4 44"2

NOTES: Projections calculated by applying the actual "Survivorship in NI" ratios for the total
population, i961-66, by age and sex, to the 196I population by religion, and repeating this process
for the succeeding intervals.

Births have been projected by applying the i96o-2 "births per i,ooo women aged i5-44" rates
by religion to the average projected populations of women for each intercensal period. Infant mortality
has been ignored.

oCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION

The question of the. occupational distribufion~of the two religious groups
has arisen in connection with fertility and net migration differentials, and is
obviously of interest in itself. Detailed tables of occupations by~ religion and
sex were published in the I96I RI Census (Volume VIII, Pai’t I, Table i I)
but no comparable data have been released for NI. In this connection an
obvious point about the preparation of Census material should be made: while
it may be questioned whether the inclusion of a question on religion in the
Census is appropriate in the first place, it seems clear that given such a question
has been asked, the returns should be processed to give an accurate and com-
plete profile of the religions, and this implies compiling the occupational
distribution of the population cross-classified by religion. The omission of
these cross-classifications from the NI published returns~ is unfortunate. It is,
however, possible to get some idea of the religious distribution by occupation

*While the present study was in proof stage, my attention was drawn to a forthcoming study by
F. W. Boal and P. A. Compton in which the topic of projecting the religious composition of the NI
population is explored in detail.

?
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on the basis of the F~t/li~ P~por~, in which families are classified byreligion
and social group:Although the resulting figures relate only to :wives aged
over45 in i96i (and marriedbefore reaching age~45), classified by their hus-
band’s occupation, they constitute a more complete picture of the occupational
distribution of the:religions than can be ’compiled from any other source. A
very clear pattern emerges from Table i 4 with the RC population conspicuously
underrepresented in the Employer; Professional~ and Foreman groups, and
overrepresented~ in theAgricultural Labourers, Personal Domestic Service
and Unskilled groups. It is important to recall that these data under-report
any group in which celibacy is unusually common, domestic service or agricul-
tural labouring for examples;: so that. the actual Concentration of the RC
population in these occupations is probably much greater than indicated in
Table I4. .......

TABLE x4: Occupational Distribution of Married Women (Aged 45 or over in x96x, and
under 45 at marriage) by Religion, aVI; x96x (Glassified by Husband’s Occupation)

- % of RC    % of OD
Group Population Population

5"74I. Employers--Large Establishments 1"5°
II. ’Employerg -Small Establishments 4.29

III. Professionals--Self-employed ,0:4o
IV. Professi0nals--Employees ........ o’36
V. I nterrnediate-,-non-manual 2,20

VI. Junior--non-manual
VII. Personal Service Workers

VIII. Foremen and Supervlsors--Manual
IX. Skilled manual workers

X. Semi-skilled manual workers
XI. Unskilled manual workers

5"82

I!36
i .32
3"24

6.60 io.83
x.32 0-45
1.72 3"66

I5:5I 22"03
io.92 I2"I2

, i2.9o22"29
XII. Own A/C non-professi0nal 6.i

XIII. Farmers--employersi managers " : " " " I’94
XIV. Farmers--,,own A/C i8"49
XV. Agricultural Workers .... :6,34

4"56
. . 2"96

IO.43 :

2"58

IO0"O IO0"O

Data Sburce : As Table ’4; ....

A comparison between the Occupationaldistribution of the :two religious
groups in, NI and RI is feasible if some adjustments are madeto the occupa-
tionalgr0upings similar to those performed-in connection with Table4; above, , ’ "
to achieve rough comparability between:the RI and NI groupings. ,Data. On
this basis are set, 0ut~in Table I5., (As far as RI is concerned it sh0uldbe re-
called that a far more complete and meaningful picture of the occupational
distributiOns by religi0nis: provided inthe Census volttme mentioned.~b0Ve).
An important ’showing 0f Table 15 is that the pattern of religious 0;~er- and

" )f "].
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under-representation in occupational groups is broadly the same in] both
RI and NI. The occupational distribution of the OD population of Dublin
has already been commented on and attributed largely to an inherited ad-
vantageY There are, liowever, some striking and important differences between
the situation in the two areas. Higher percentages of both religions are in
farming occupations in RI. RI apparently offers a greater opportunity for
professional employment, perhaps due to the existence of a national govern-
mental structure in Dublin.18 The concentration of the OD population of
RI in "non-manual employees" is remarkable, and fully borne out by the
more detailed Census tabulations referred to above. Intwo groups, namely,
skilled and semi-skilled manual workers, the RC/OD differentials are reversed
between NI and RI. Although a judgement as to the reasons for this contrast
between the regions is necessarily subjective, the Table suggests that in the case
of skilled manual workers the small number of RC in this group in NI is
the "abnormal" case, while with semi-skilled workers the almost complete
absence of an OD "working class" in RI accounts for the contrast.

TABLE 151 Comparison of ,3/’1 and RI Occupational Distribution by Religion on the Basis
of Fertility Data

Occupational Group
Number of each religion in each group as percentage

of total number in that religion

NI RI

RC    OD     RC    OD

Farmers
Farm Labourers
Professional
Non-manual Employees
Skilled Manual Workers
Semi-skiUed manual Workers
Unskilled manual Workers

23"5 16.o 38.2 31.o
7"3 3"I 8"9 2"9
0"9 3"2 5"I 11"7

IO.i 16.9 i4.9 41’o
19"9 30.8 14.3 ,IO’I
12"6 14.5 7.1 I.7
25"7 15"5 11.5 1.6

I00"0 I00"0 I00"0 IO0"O

Sources: as for Table 4.
Note: The groups covered in this Table do not include a number of those used in

Table i4, due to difficulties of reconciling NI and RI definitions.

x~Cf. Bertram Hutchinson, Social Status and Inter-Generational Social Mobility in Dublin, (Dublin, ESRI
paper no; 48, I969), Table 5.

18Cf. Ibid., Table 3. There is, however, some tendency for the NI definition of "professional" to
be more exclusive than that applied in RI: in NI this classification is restricted to "work normally
requiring a university degree", whereas in RI it includes nurses, teachers and some others who may not
be graduates.
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" - it has.been asS~ed fl{roUghout"Us paper that.age-specific mortality: rates

’i: i ~

’ arcidentlca! in both, reHg!0us gr’0ups. This Was nccessa~’in Order¯ ;co-lall0w the
calculation 0f iiet.mlgration rates oi{ the:basis of oiic Li~e-Tablc i~or each arca~

,There is~_no inf0rmation availabie ~on/thC Subject of religi01Us differences, in
mortality, but in view;of thc Very c0nsiderablc c})ntrastI betweeii tiic occupa-

fi6nal c0mposition ofi~� two groui~s itis w0rthldra~ng~’attcnfion:to Park’s
study of occupauonal mortality diffcrcntaals m NI: Excluding a~icultural
occupati0ns,~i~crescems t0 bca fa~r~ ly cl0sc rciatidliship,bctwccnagc-SpecifiC
mort~/lity a~d skill level, with relatively high mortality"among iabo~rCrs and
umkiilcd manual workc~, The 0ccupatJonal dlstrlbution:of the RC population
~in’ Ni and RI ,,would therefore appear tO p redisp0sei:it" tO above av, erage
mortality, a!th0ughiltile existence 0rim~rtance 0fi~S differential: Cannot be

documented. If such-adifferentiai, does~ exist’ th~n {re Shall have very slightly
over-estimated: t lie RC/OD: migration differential- in NI, but this effect ~is
most probably insignificant.~ .... " " - " ¯ .... : " ’

MIXED MARRIAGES

Marriages between religious groups arc likely :tO 13e-/most imp0rtant When
one i religion is Very- Small perccntage~~of ’the total population/, the restricted
choice Of partners available within a numerically-and proportionally very
small group increases the likelihood of marriage across tradifionalboundaries.
Thus the impact of mixed marriages would be expectedto bc greater on the
OD population 0fRI thanon that of NI, even if the~lcvels of religious segrega-

tion were equa!in the two areas, while it is unlikel3r to be important for the
RC’populati0nOf either .~ea.=00fir concern with mixed marriages deri’ces
solely from the.impact of the We Temere dccrcc on the religion of the offspring,
since if a member of the OD population marries and¯raises his Cilildrcn~ as
members of the RC community this marriage Contributcs nothing to thcOD
birth rate. The:10ss of OD children in this maimer could~ have’ a mbstanti~d
impact on thcOD birth rate inRli but in view of the r~caltivC ’sizes of the RC ¯
and OD communities it is unlikely to have a noticeable impact on the ¯
RC rate.

No data arc published or obtainable On this question,, butiindirect evidence

can be adduced as to the importance of the phenomenon. In connection .with
Our~ discussi0n 6f :ttid birtti: ratc:attcr/ti0n: ~as:drawnt6a"great~r:’,disp~ritY
between the ODratein NI and RI than:seenaedattribUtabld to"the~ red~rded
differences in the nuptiality and fertility of the OD population in the two
areas. Mixed: marriagesin which 0ne pardntis OD btlt:’~il ~the chil:dren:are

XtA. T. Park, "Occupational M0rtalityin N0rthern I~�land: (i~60-:6~)Y, jSSISI,’~965[6: :KXI (IV), ’ : ::

~41"0~" cki marriages are, however, believed to tle an;iml:~r~ fackor:milie dein0grapl~ic p~sifion
of the RC population in Britain. Cf. J. A. Jackson, The Irish inBritain, (London, ~963), p. i48.

: "                                                                                   A
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RC woUld have accounted for the anomaly. Moredirect evidence on the sub-
ject is available from a consideration of marriage rates and nuptiality by
religion. Attention has previously been drawn tO the paradox that, although
the OD marriage rate is lower than the RC rate in RI, the percentage of the
adult population that is unmarried is higher among the RC than among the
OD population.~1 This paradox was attributed to the effects of higher OD net
emigration, a solution that is now seen to be erroneous (i) because in fact the
OD emigrati0nrate was’lower in the’post-war period than the RC rate, and
(ii) since it is probable that the proportion of unmarried persons in the Irish
emigrant stream is higher at each age than it is in the remaining population,
the higher RG emigration rate should tend to lower the proportion of the re-
maining RC popUlation that is unmarried. Thus, the solution to the puzzle
cannot lie in differential migration rates.

Examination of the data presented in Table 16 shows that the discrepancy
between marriage rates and marriage levels by religion found in RI does not
exist to any appreciable extent in NI. The reconciliation of the RI data on

¯ marriages can be achleved.by considering the effect of mixed marriages: the
marriage rate by religion calculated in Table 16 is based on the assumption
that the number of OD brides and grooms equals the number of brides and
grooms in marriages celebrated in an OD ceremony. If, for example, a
Protestant man married a Catholic woman in a Catholic ceremony, this would
show as all RC bride and groom in our data. But the Protestant groom, who
has not been included in our data on OD marriage rates, will be recorded as
a married OD male in the Census data. Thus the OD marriage rate is under-
stated to the extent thai mixed marriages occur inCatholic ceremonies (and
these are the only mixed marriages of interest in the present contest), while
the Census data on percentages married ~vill contain no such bias. To estimate
the ~mpact of this phenomenon on the OD population, it seems safe to assume
that the true OD marriage rate is at least as high as the RC rate (in view of
the higher percentages of the OD population that are "ever-married"): Thus
the OD marriage rate recorded in Table 16 should be raised from 30 t9 42 for
males and from 44 to 55 for females. This implies that somewhere in the region
of 200 OD grooms and !25 brides were married tO RC partners in 1961,
amounting to almost 30 per cent of all OD grooms and 20 per cent of all OD
brides. While these calculations are quite tentative and approximate, they do
serve to establish conclusively that, in 1-961 at least, mixed marriages had a
major impact on the demographic position of the OD population of RI. It is
also Clear that this impact is greatest on OD males, a finding that might have
been expected on the basis of the presumed greater eagerness of RC women
to marry (or reluctance of RC males) ’and the general tendency for women
to marry upward ~ocially,~2 which in RI would: entail marriage to OD grooms

zlCf. Walsh, op. cit., p. I2.
2~Cf. Jerzy Berent, "Social Mobility and Marriage: A Study of Trends in England and Wales",

in Social Mobilityin Britain, (London, x954), edited by D. V. Glass, p. 326. I am indebted to my colleague
Bertram Hutchinson for this reference.
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more frequently than would be the case with marriages at random: in :the
population. It is also clear that the impact of mixed marriages on the RC
population is trivial, since the estimated numbers of OD brides and grooms.
in these marriages amount to less than 2 per cent of all lZC grooms and brides.

There is a further source of evidence on mixed marriages, although one which
must be interpreted with some care. It has generally been0bserved in Ireland
that there is an excess in the number of wives over the number of husbands
recorded in each Census. The Emigration Commission Report commented on
this as being "in large measure" probably due to ,’male emigration, especially
seasonal emigration". (Table 56,: note (b)). In ! 96I there was an excess,of 14.6
thousand females over males in.the married RI population, equa! t03.I per
cent of married females (a surprisingly high percentage ~to be affected by
migration, especially in April when seasonal movements are at a minimum).
-When: broken down by religion, however, it may be seen thatthe excess for
the RE population was i5.9 thousand (or 3"75 of. RE married females)i,
whereas there was adefidtof OD married females over malesamounting to I "3
thousand, or 4’4 per cent of OD married, males, : Whether the entire~excess of
females in the,married KC population can be attributed to seasonal or~ other
migration cannot to decided here, but it seems unlikely that the entire deficit
of females in the married OD population is due to this cause. No doubt’ some
of the deficit is attributable to the excess of married male over married:female
OD visitors in the country (e.g. commercial travellers), but it is also plausible
to accept the deficit of OD wives as evidence of a surplus of OD males married
to RE females over RE males married to OD ifemales. Thus the data on themarital status of the population by religion. provide some further,¯ if Very

tentative, support for the thesis that’.mixed marriages are more fi equent!y
contracted between OD males and RC females than Vice versa:

The impact of mixed marriages on the OD birth:rate:cannot be numericaliy
estimated, but its direction is clear, and analogous to a fall in~ OD marriage
rates. A secondary impact, whose magnitude we are also unable to estimate,
is the increased probability that one partner in a mixed marriage will change
his or her religion as a consequence of the marriage: at least in the United
States this has been found an important phenomenon,*3 and in Ireland to the
extent that it operates it may be presumed to result in a net movemeI/t from
OD to RC .... ....

Table I6 also reveals that the NI situation’is not similar:in regard to mixed
marriages to that found in RI. The NI data on marriage rates (calculated by
religion on the basis ofithe type of ceremony)agree very closely with the: Census
data on marriage levels. The apparent unimportance of mixed marriages in
NI may be due either to a lower level of social integration between the two
groups or to the much larger absolute and relative size of the religious minority
in NI than in RI. ,

ttCf. Gerhard Immki,~ The Religious Factor: A 8ociological Study of Religion’s~Impact on Politics, Ec6nomios,
and Family Life, (Garden City; N.J., x96x), p. 49 .... ’       "



TABLE 16: Comparison of Marriage Rate and Percentage Married Data by Religion, RI and NI, ~96z.

Arsa
Marriages Registered by

Form of Ceremony
Marriage Rate Per Percentages married, Ratio (OD/RC)

I,OOO Unmarried Pop. Population Aged of
15-44 15-44

Grooms Brides Marriage Percentages
Aged I5-44 Aged i5-44 Males Females    Males    Females Rates Married

RC    13,651 14,249 42"o 54"6 33"4 46.6 Male o.712 1"o99
RI

OD 491 52o 29"9 44"1 36"7 51"2 Female o-8o8 1.o99

Grooms Brides
(All Ages) (All Ages)

RC 3,285 1,285 59"5 64"1 39.8 47"1 Males 1.2o2 1"259
NI

OD 6,576 6,576 71"5. 84"3 5o’1 58"6. Females 1.315 1"244

Sources: RI:

NI:

Census of Population, I961, Vol. II.
Report on Vital Statistics, 1961, Tables 41 and 42.

Census of Population I96I, General Report.
Fortieth Annual Report of the Registrar-General, Table D.

Note: For NI, data by age at marriage and form of cermony are not available. 1961 Was a year of apparently unusually
low OD marriage rate in RI. If the average of the years 196o-2 is taken, the ratio in the second last column rises somewhat
to o.772 for males and o-825 for females.
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RECENT TRENDS

The i96x Censuses of Population in NI and RI are the most recent sources
of detailed information on the religious composition of the Irish population,
and all of the discussion up to this point of the present paper’has been concerned
with x 96 x or earlier. The possibility of major changes in demographic behaviour
by religion since i96x cannot be ruled out and it would 0bviously be desirable
to have some notion of developments duringthe i96o’s. This section tries to
draw together some piecemeal evidence for the period i96i--66.

There were no very marked changes in the overall level of the vital rates
in either part of Ireland between, I96I and I966. In both areas the marriage

rate rose slightly, and the birthrate also increasedby a Small percentage of
its x961 value. Marriage fertility declined slightly. The most important change
of all, however, was the substantial reduction in net emigration rates from RI,
a reduction that almost equalized RI and NI emigration rates and led to a
significant rise in the population’ of RI.

Unless some rather improbable combination: of events occurred, the overall
stability in birth, marriage and fertility rates in both areas is evidence of a
similar stability in the vital rates within each religious group andconsequently
indicates an approximately unchanged differential between the religions. In
the case of NI it is possible to select a few areas that were predominantly RC
or OD in x961 and to compare the situation in these areas in I966 to ascertain
whether any evidence of a change in the differentials :can be found. The only
check that can be performed for RI with the available data is to examine
trends in the religious composition ()f the national school: enrolments and
marriages. Obviously, both these attempts to establish theI x96i:+66 trend are
very crude and approximate indeed.

Table 17 presents the NI data. Taking Ballyclare and Bangor as OD areas
and Strabane and Newry as RC areas, the overall contrast remains much the
same in 196x and x966. The small changes in nuptiality and fertility that are
recorded between the two dates are hardly significant evidence of a narrowing
of the religious differential because they could easily be accounted for in terms
of extraneous factors (such ’as the changing religious compositiOn of the areas,
or differences in net migration over the intercensal period). ?It is, however,
worth calling attention to the fact that nuptiality rose much more rapidly in
the RC areasi: while RC fertility appears tO have fallen somewhat and no
reduction occurred in OD fertility, if these changes were representative of
developments in the province :as a whole they could point to a slight narrowing
of the religious differential in these rates. From line (4) of the Table, however,
it is clear that in al! areas therising marriag� rates more than offset the falling
marriage fertility, and a genera! rise in birth rates was experienced, with no
tendency for the religious differentials in birth rates to narrow. Our data allow

of notest on the probable course of net migration rates by religion over the
period Since i96x.

J

E.
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TABLE I7: Some Indicators oF DemographCe Trends by, Region in W! i961-66

31

Predominant Religion: OD RC

Area Ballydare UD Bangor MB Strabane UD aVewry UD
(County Antrim) (County Down), (County Tyrone) (County Down)

Date x96x    x966 x96x    x966 x96x    x966 x96x    x966

[I] ’ % ofArea’s Popula-
’ tion RC

[2] Married Women
15-44 as percentage
of All Women 15-44

[3] Children 0-4 per
I,OOO Married
Women x5-44 .

[4] Children 0-4 per"
I,ooo (total) women
15-44

5"5 n.a,

6o.i 6i.5

667 672

40I ~4x3

9.i n.a.

59" i 62"4

659 697

389     435

78q n.a.

5I’I 57"3

1,334 1,293

68i 739

83:8 n.a.

45"2    48"7

I,I48

544 559

n.a. ----not available.
Data Source: NI, Census of Population, I96I and 196~,~County~Reports.    .

There are no areas of RI sufficiently OD for Similar calculations to be m£de
for the I96i-66 period. Some very indirect and tentative evidence on recent
trends is, however, available from figures on national School enrolment by
religion of pupils. These data are summarized in Table i8. It may be seen that
the OD enrolment declined both absolutely and as a percentage of the total
between I96r and I966. It also appears that all of this contraction occurred
outside the Dublin area: in Dublin¯ OD enrolment grew by over 4oo pupils and
remained almost unchanged as a percentage of the total. Of course :the fall in
OD national school pupils between I96i and r966 could be explained by
factors other than a fall in the number of OD children in the country: for
example, thepercentage of OD children in national Schools may have fallen
(in I96r OD national school pupils amounted to only 62.4 per cent of the OD
population aged 5-I4, compared with a figure of 88.2 for RC). Thelmost that
can be concluded on the basis of the data in Table i8 is that they provoke no
silspicion of a dramatic reversal of earlier trends in the OD population. It is
however particularly important to note that a large reflux of foreign-born OD
parents might have had little impact on national school enrolment, and thus
this possibly significant source of numerical strength to the OD population of
RI would not be registered inthe data of Table I8.

The number ofmarriages i nOD ceremonies in RI has risen from 557 in
I96I to 7o6 in i969, an increase of 27 per cent (marriages in RC ceremonies
rose from I4,772 to: i 9,157 over this period, or by r 6’ per cent). This substantial
rise in the number of OD ceremonies could indeed indicate a reversal of the
trends documented in the pres~ent" study for the period I946-6i, but factors¯
other than a rise in the OD population of RI may: also" be at work: First, the

/

¯i

." , ’ .
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TABLE 18: R/National School EnrOlment by ’Religion of PupilS, r96x and Z966 "

Thousands

Area Year

Dublin City and County, 1966
I961

Rest of RI                1966
I96I

RI I966
.... I961

RC OD Total

121"9 3"9 I25"8
109"O 3"4 II2"4

372"3 8"1 380"4
381.2 9"6 39O’8

494"2 12"O 506"~
49O’2 13"O _503’2

.% OD

3°I~
.3.13

¯    2.13~

- :2.52 ’

¯ 38
’ .2"58

Source: An Roinn Oideachais, Tuaraseail, i96o/6i, Table 14; I965/66, Table 16.

increase in-OD weddings is probably in part a reflection of the presumably
rising level of OD nuptiality. Secondly, some of the increase could be due to :a
decline in~tlae importance of mixed marriages, although there are no :data on
which to base this assumption. Finally, since a very high percentage of the
partners in OD ceremoniesdeclare an intended future residence "Outside
Ireland", it is obvious that Care must be exercised in projecting the implications
of a rise in OD weddings for the future OD population of RI. In short, then,
the trend in marriages by formof Ceremony since I96I suggests ¯that the down-
ward course of the OD population of RI may have been checked, but the
available evidence is very inc0mplete.

The present demographic situation among the~ RC population of RI is
probably very unstable." marriages have been rising very rapidly (an increase
of 18 per cent between 1966 and 1969), while the number of birthsrecorded in
x 969 was only x per cent above the number for I966. It is impossible to evaluate
the long-run implication of these figures for the religious differential in fertility
inRI until more complete data become available.

SUMMARY OF MAIN FINDINGS

On the basis of Census of PopUlation and Vital Statistics data it has proved
possible to compile a,fairly complete:picture of the demographic behaviour of
the two religious communities in both parts of- Ireland. The main points~ Of
contrast betweenthese communities may be summarized under the following
headings:

I. In both HI and RI, RG marriage fertility is about 5° percenthigher than
that of the ODpopulation. This is reflected in average family sizebyoccupation
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(completed families, i96i), and by the more current data on births per i,ooo
married women. The contrast in the occupational distributions of the two
religious groups accounts for very little of the aggregate fertility differential.

2. In both areas the RC population has a lower nuptiality than the rest of
the population, with a larger percentage remaining unmarried at all ages. It
was not possible to compare nuptiality by occupation and religion.

3. In i96I, the RC birth rate was 5° per cent higher than the OD rate in
NI, but 70 per cent higher in RI. The OD death rate in RI was considerably
above the RC rate, and the combined effect of these differentials was to give
the RC population a rate of natural increase greatly above that of the OD
population. In RI between 1946 and I96i the OD population actually
experienced a natural decrease (that is, an excess of deaths over births).

4. In NI the net emigration rate, 1951-61, was very much higher among
RCs than ODs--more than twice as high for males, and almost three times as
high for females. Even more pronounced differentials were recorded at the
county level for Fermanagh, but for Antrim the differential was reversed. In
RI the net emigration rate, 1946-61, was also higher among the RC popula-
tion, but here the excess amounted to only 5° per cent of the OD rate for males
and females.

5. One reason for the extremely low OD birth rate in RI appears tO be the
prevalence. Of mixed marriages in which children with one OD parent are
raised RC. In was estimated that about 3° per cent of all OD grooms and 20
per cent of OD brides married Catholics in Catholic ceremonies in RI in 196 I.

6. The overall effect of these differentials in demographic behaviour has
been to maintain approximate stability in the religious composition of the NI
population in recent decades, while the OD proportion of the RI population
has fallen steadily.

Although the primary focus of this paper has been on the religious differentials
within each part of Ireland, some comparisons between the behaviour of the
religions in the two areas may also be drawn.

I. There is a general similarity of demographic behaviour within each
religious group between the two areas of Ireland. This is particularly true
with regard to marriage fertility.

2. There was a slight tendency for the RC population to have a higher
level of nuptiality in NI than in RI and this combined wth the more favourable
age structure Of the RC population in NI resulted in a considerably higher RG
birth rate in NI compared with RI.

3. OD nuptiality in RI was very much below its level in NI, presumably a
reflection of the small absolute and relative size of the RI OD community.
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~4. The religious minoritY in R! had: a below average net~ emi.’gration rate,
in contrast With ~NI:,where the ~ religious minoritY’s emigration, rate, :was:over. , :
twice the majoritY’s rate. ,On the ,county, level, the .~en0rmous::migradon
differential found for Fermanagh was not found in CaVan, where approximate
equalitY in migration rates by religion p~evailed~ .... :~. :’ ~ ’¯ i:’::~ ~ : .....

5. Mixed marriages appeared to bea far more important phenomenon for.
the OD population-of RI than for either religious group in NI.

Finany, an examination of Some lirrii~edI evidence for. theyear..1966 suggests .
that the.trends documented for the post-war.~periodhave:notbeen dramatically~
reversed or modified in the period since I961. -       -~, .....

...... " CONCLUDING COMMENTARY ~

This paper began with°a i~eferenee t0:"the !fear: Of "0ut~breeding" ’e0mm0n
among themore prosperOus’ seCtions 6f:culiurallydi;cided~c0riiffitlnities.’ Such
fears reflect, or course, essenually subjectxve judgements of-a social sltuataon
which cannot be justified or~ dissipated by~:an~objective st~/tement 0fthe-facts.
In a similar m~mner, the:facts presented :in the present study cannot answer
the question whether the Catholic population of Ireland is "outbreeding" the
Other Denominations: the inferences drawnfrom the data can vary according
to the reader’s parti pris. Nonetheless,_it~ is possible toconclude witka ;com-
mentary based on :the..more or less indisputab!e:.implications :of Our findings.~ ....

It is very: clear that Ireland is ~at present composed of two religious corn,
munities with strj’kingly different patterns of dem0grap~c behaviour-,: The
religi0ii~: division of the country into~ Rtman ca~01ic and Other Denomina-
ti0ns is, from a dem0gvapMc viewP0int, fair~ more real th~iri:the politieal:divis~on -
into N0r~ern Ireland and the/RepUblic.: The net: result~ 0f the coh~asting
marriage and fertilitY patterns of the religious groups is to give the RC i~pula: ,
tion far greater strength than is shown by the OD. In both parts of Ireland, but ,

most str~gly :in NOrthern ireland, the, Rc population’s’ ~higher:. rateOf, ’ ~. "
natural increase is counteracted by a highei!~net:, emigrati6n i:ate. The outcome
of this situation in recent decades has been approximatestabilitY in ~the religious
distribution of, the pOpulation of Ireland., -- : _ ~ ~ , ~ i    ~. .. ..... : ..... .- -

,The, most Striking demographic feature of the ,religious situation in-the
Republic is the extremely weak position of the~QD. ~This weakness isfar more
serious than a mere-failure to match, the demographic strength of the RC -
populati6ni any"pop~ati0ri: Which eXperiences a ’substantial nat.ural~ decrehse
over a fifteen-year period, as w6 have~esfirnated w~ts the case~ for th’e :oD,in tlie~
Republic between-, i9’46:and 196i~ i§ 6bvi0Uslylin:serious-danger. 6f~e~)~ntUkl
extinction. It has been shown in this study that~the OD difficulties:are n0tth~ : .
result of a high emigration-rate,;since,the natur_ aLde.¢reaseiis:the:resultofbirth - -
and death rates, alone, and inany event: th~ OD~ emigration rate:fr0m the :

o
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Republic is below the RC rate. The natural decrease reflects a low marriage
rate, moderately low marriage fertility, an abnormally old population age
structure (the consequence of a falling population in previous decades), and
the impact of mixed marriages in which all the offspring are raised as Catholics.

The prognosis for the Other Denominations in the Republic must be
gloomy. The forces at work could not be expected to reverse themselves either
suddenly or fully. It is true that a growth in secularism may swell the numbers
returning "No Religion" or "No Statement" in the Census and thereby
increase tlie number recorded in "Other Denominations", and that the
probably greatly increased inflow of foreign-born persons to Ireland since 196 I
will also add numerical strength to the religious minority, but it is obvious
that both these sources of growth imply drastic changes in the nature of the
Other Denominations community.

In Northern Ireland rather different issues are at stake. Neither community
is as weak demographically as the religious minority in the Republic. From
Table I it was clear that the long-run trend in Northern Ireland does not show
a growing proportion of Catholics in the population: the most striking aspect
of the last hundred years is the substantial fall in the Catholic proportion
after 1861, compared witht which the rise in this proportion since 1937 has been
slight. Park’s study revealed that the RC/OD fertility differential only became
substantial after 1937, and may even have been in the reverse direction (that
is, RC fertility lower than OD fertility) between 1871 and 19Ol.34 The rapid
fall in the RC.share in total population between 1871 and 19Ol seems to have
been due to a combination of above average RC emigration and a level of RC
fertility that was at least no greater than the national average. The slow increase
in the RC share of total population since 1937 Seems to reflect the emergence
of a fertility differential great enough to offset the high RC emigration rate,
and this fertility differential emerged, not as a result of a rise in RC fertility,
but due to a fall in OD fertility.

The evolution of the present situation in Northern Ireland, in which there
is a gradual rise in the Catholic share in total population, must be kept in
mind in trying to anticipate future developments. In Table 13 population
projections were presented to illustrate the impact of’an extreme set of assump-
tions on’the religious composition of the NI population. From this exercise it
emerged that 45 years after the equalization of emigration rates, assuming
existing birth rate differentials are maintained, the RC share in total population
would have risen to approximately 50 per cent, while in another IO years the
RC population would constitute a majority of the adult population. These
projections are highly unrealistic, of course. The emigration differential will
not disappear suddenly, and if it is reduced this may well happen in an
atmosphere that will imply a substantial reduction in the birth rate differential.
Ironically, the conditions that would lead to the removal of the emigration
differential (that is, the disappearance of the contrast in the occupational

~4Cf. "An Analysis of Human Fertility", op. cir., p. 4 and Table 4.
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distributionof the two religions): might also :entail a growing indifferenceitothe
question of the religious composition of~the population. :,< , ~. ~" ?~.

It is true that there is some evidence to suggest that. evenJnsituations where
religion ~ is not a major source of social �onflict, Catholic; marriage_fertility
remains well above average (due: allowances having been made .for income
level,’etc.)~ Our own exercise in "occupation-standardizing" the fertility rates
for, Northern Ireland resulted:in little reduction~in~the- religious diffdrenti~l,
suggesting that even ~the ~two:rehgions were equally di§trlbuted by:occupa,
tional groups, the fertility of the Catholic population would remain relatively
very high. Of course such a drastic occupationalrestructuring 0fthepopulation
will probably only occur in the c0urse of a:number~of generations~ and during
this intervalthe overall NI fertility level,~ as Well asthat of the RC population,
may well fall substantially: obviously, the simple statistical’exerciseof occupa=
tion-standardizing fertility rates is little guide ito the probable~course of events
over a numberofdecades.~:     ::,:.    ~. ~ ......

On balanceit seems probable thatgreater equalityof opportunity~for the
RC population of NI-a-with:its~concomitant,Of~equalized emigration rates---~

would lead to a:more rapid rise in the RC share in tOtal popuiatiou tha~ has
been occurring in,recent decadeS. This prospect should,: however, be seen in~ a
number of perspectives. In the first place, :NI-would by no means>be uniqiie
in experiencing a substantial shift in the religious compositiOn of its population.:
in the Netherlands, for examplei the RCsharein total population rose from

35 per~ cent in 1889 to 4° per :cent :in 1960,: without ~ serious, social confiict.~~
Secondly, the course otRC fertilityin a situation ofequal economic opportunity
is impossible tO :forecast; but it is not unimmaginable that the Sharp fall in
fertility ~experiencedin countries such as:Italy and Spain since:the war could
be replicated among ithe RC populati0n~ oflreland in the:not-too-distant
future. If this occurs, then, of course,: the equalized emigration rates would no
longer imply an increasing RC share in total popiilatiofi, Fir~ally, our calcula-
tions show that even under assumpti0ns~extremely favourable to the growth of
theRC population it would be some~ 25 years before its’ share had regained the
level itheld in f861, and aboutso years before::it reached~a maj0rity. It is
scarcely too much tO hope that;~by ithis time, the religious division of the Irish
population would have ceased to be a source~ of social conflict.’     ~    "

k ¯ .

16Cf. Thomaa,K. Burch, "The Fertility of North,Amerlcan Catholics: A Comparative Overview,’"
Demography, Vol. 3, No. t 0966) PP. x74-x87..

"- " " " 6ssCf. Alfred Sauvy, The General Theory of Population," (Lonaqn,’ ~z9o9), p. 37 ¯
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"Migratio~ betweenNorthern Ireland and the Repub:ii~!of Ireland

R. C. GEAI~Y and J. G. HUaHES"

APPENDIX

There were twice as many persons born in the Republic~ of Ireland (RI)
living in Northern Ireland (NI) as vice versa, 53,I24 compared :to ~7,I~9 in
!961, despite the fact that the population of RI is abouf twice that of NI.

TABLE AI : Persons Born in Irish Republic Living in NorthernlIreland (Out) and Persons
Born in Northern Ireland Living in Republic (In), I96i. Numbers and Percentages of

Population.~ Male, Female, Persons "/

Out
In

Out
In

Direction Male Female ,.r on 
Number

32,328 53,I24
/ I4,257 2%129

¯ / -
% Population of Republic

~’52 2"39 i’95
0.94 i.o6 i.oi

% Population of Northern Ireland

Out 3.00 4"42 3"73
In i .85 I ’95 1.9°

Basic Sources: NI: CP I96i, General Report, Tables 2 and 17. RI: CP 1961, Vol.
VII, Part II, Table IA.

The percentages in relation to population of area of origin are much more
alike (1.95 and 1.9o for Persons) than are those of destination (I.Oi and 3"73),
An outstanding showing of Table AI is the RI females in NI greatly outnumber
males. ,

7

*R. 121. Geary is a Research Consultant and J. G. Hughes is an Assistant Research Officer of the
Economic and Social Research Institute. The appendix has been accepted for publication by the Institute.
The authors are responsible for the contents of the appendix and the Views expressed therin.
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At first sight the great excess of the number out ~is curious because persons
(with Certain exceptions, including personsin the:service of reUgi0n, govern-
ment, university, medicinex) going from RI to jobs in NI require Work Permits,
whereas movement in the contrary direction is completely unrestricted.
Furthcrm0re, NI; like Ri, is aft area with an endcmidaily]figh Unemployment
rate. In fact, in many demographic features, NI is similar to the province of
Leinster.

In this appendix we devote considerable attention to the f0Uowing problem:
is the movement between Counties of RI and of NI similar or dissimilar to
movement between counties Of RI~, in nature and in degree? Otherwise:
does the Border eMst, demographically speaMng?

NI is a region where refigious affiliation has almost more social significance
than anywhere else in Europe. We emphasize, however, as B. M. Walsh has
done, that in what ~follows our concern is not with the political or religious
aspects of the distinction between OD and RC but only with the fact tlmt :the
demographic characteristics of the two classes of the population (of RI and NI)
are markedly different:in some important respects; It fortunately happened that
in the NI Census Of 196i immigrants were classified dually by birthplace and
religion. These statistics shed a flood of fightlon the basic cause for a large part
of that migration stream from RI and;it is in causes or explanations we are
solely interested in this appendix, apart from~ descriptive features.

In All-Ireland there is a great concentration of members of denominations
(OD) other than Cathofic (RC) in NI. Thus, in I96I in All-Ireland, the

TABLE A2 : Persons Born in RI Residing in WI in z96L ~Wumber and Percentages of Population
of Similar Religions

¯ k

RC
OD

RC
OD

Religion I ....

Male Female Persons

¯ 8,707
x 2,089

x4,753 23,460
17,575 29,664

¯ % of population ofsimilar religion in RI

0.65 i -04
I6"92 23"94

0"88
20.48

% of population of Similar religion in NI

Rc -- 3.58 : 5.80 4.72
OD . 2.68 3.69 ~ 3:2o

Basic Sources: NI: CP 196x, General Report, Tables 17 and 19. RI: CP x96x,
Vol. III, Part I, .Table xA. .....

xSafeguardmg of Employment Act (Northern Ireland), 1947. ~ :    ~ : ~" i ;~ :
2Internal migration in RI has been dealt with in [x].

k.

k -
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proportion of OD in the population was 25 per, cent; it,was 65 per cent in NI
and only 5 per cent in RI. :             i

While at first sightit seems surprising that migration to:NI contains as high
a proportion of OD as 56 per cent, the analysis0f Table A2 makes the pheno-
menon seem much more natural. Obviously the combination of a small number
of OD in RI and a large number in NI sets up a strong force of attraction.
The excess of OD females over OD males born in RI and residing in NI in
I96I may be due to many of the OD females finding husbands of the same
religion in NI. Notwithstanding the latter consideration it is curious that
females outnumber males in this migration Out in much greater degree amongst
RC females than OD.

OD Migration Out ’to NI
From the last two rows of Table A2 it will be observed that RC migrants to

NI are proportionately more numerous than OD. This is due to the far larger
population of OD than RC in NI, in turn mainly due to large immigration from
Britain in centuries past.

The outstanding feature of the table is, however, that OD born in RI and
residing in NI are equivalent to 2o per cent of home-based OD. Clearly
"emigration" of OD to NI is an important part of the total stream out of RI.
Between I926 (the first Census year after Independence) and I96i the OD
population of RI declined by one-third from 2~o,723 to I44,868. A com-
pletely different picture emerged for All-Ireland as Walsh (Table I) has shown.

It is most remarkable that there was scarcely any change in the number of
both RC and of OD in All-Ireland over the whole period of 35 years : we may
add that, as regards church government, the Border is non-existent. At each of
the three intercensal periods, for which statistics on religion are available,
OD in RI declined regularly by about I per cent a year and the end is probably
not yet.a Almost pro tanto their number in NI increased.

Walsh (Table io) has also shown that in I946-i96i net emigration (to all
destinations) from RI is much lower amongst OD than RC. We infer that the
OD stream Out (from RI) during this period contained a far higher proportion
to NI than was the case with the RC stream Out. If the stability in the All-
Ireland figures be regarded as the norm, the disproportionate number of OD
out from RI can be interpreted as a process of adjustment or polarization.

Movement of RI-born Out to NI
We address ourselves specifically to the following question :-- Does the land

Border exist de facto as far as movement Out from RI is concerned? Our
method will be to estimate the number of RI-born migrants expected in each
county of NI if movement across the Border were similar in degree and kind to

3Walsh (P. 34) has also noted that "any population which experiences a substantial natural decrease
over a fifteen year period as we have estimated was the case for the OD population in the Republic
between 1946 and I96I is obviously in danger of eventual extinction."
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movement wlthln’the~ counties:of RI. We, shall: compare- the~resulting nuinbcr~
with the actual numbers residingin NI, in i961. ~..’ : . , , .

Our method consists in estimating ~ the, :expected: nttmber Of persons (males
and females separately) bdrn"in each- �oun~ of:RI re~idingin each County: of
NI,:364 figures/in all (Belfast Co. Borough ~s regarded’ as a separate county);
having regard to contiguity and zonal distance,*!ar/d relations betWe6n Counties
of RI alonei it is, assumed,, therefore, that demographic behaviour’ in this
matter in RI applies equally to: NI.-While our: usei: of:c6ntiguity and:zonal
distance systematized’ the calculatiOnS to,a: certain’ extent, -the Work~ was
onerous. For example; the calculations:for, L outh are shown in Table :A3 :-

TABLE A3: Example. Estimation of aVumber of RI Males Born in County Louth Expected, to
Live in Each WI County, x96x . ’: ~ - " "-

WI County or.
.’County Borough ~

Antrim

Belfast County
Borough

Down
Fermanagh ¯
Londonderry
Tyrone

3
C

RI
ratio ~ Males
:: x96x

"ooo926
"02778¢

"oo7934
;o27784
.?oo4Io2
.ooo926
.o04io2

.,- . . .

: "Male’Population
of 3:1 County;

x96x- >

: ’Ektiinate Of .
: :Expectect’..No. ,

(Louth Born
males)

133,531:-~
57;857

196#o~ " "
130,2 i6" " "
: 26,887

8I ;404
68,x27

(5)

1,6o7

!,557
3,618

IIO

75
279

Basic Sources: NI: CP x96I, General Report, Table4. RI:,-CP r96i;Vol. VII,
Part II, Table,4.

.......... NOTES , ~ ....... ¯
Col. 2: See [I] ; C = Contiguous to County L0u’th, The r ati~in C01. 3 for cbunties

which contain a ½ in the zon~ distance me~ure is calculated by taking the average
of the number of migrants and the male populations of the two zones wlaich straddle
the county,: e.g., the rati0for zonal distance x½ is calculated from: zones I and 2
together. :    - ............. . - .

12101. 3 : ,Ratio of Louth-born male migrants resident in Ri counties which are the-
same zonal distance from Louth as the NI countiesi as a proportion Of themale
populations in the respectivezones. " :: ,: , : -; -, : -

Col. 5: Pr°duct 0fC~l. 3 × CoI-4- ~ :
4 n " ~ ...... We have used the concepts 0f co tiguity and zonal:dgs" tance in our-analysis.of internal migration:between RI counties in [x]. Contiguity reters to migrationtoor from adjoining (i.e. contiguous) eoun-~

ties. The concept is used because a substantial proporti0n.of total internal migr/mts move onlya short
distance from their county of birth. Zonal distance refers to the distance between counties. It is
cal..culated by drawing .concen..tric circl~ a.ro.und the .mid2po.int of the county of refercncewith an initial
radius eqmvalent to thL,W miles and additions of thir.ty miles for each circle thereafter. Counties, the
greater part of whose area is in the inner ring, arc gtven the zonal distance of one; counties in the
tmcond ring grc~given the zonal distance of two and so on.until each:county has been assigned to a
zone.
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Different from the treatment in [I], and for greater accuracy, halves were
used for zonal distances to NI counties and dealt with as indicated in the
Notes. As NI statistics of RI-born migrants are not classified by RI county of
birth, comparison of actual with expected can be made only at the aggregate
level.The results are shown in Table A4.I (expected rounded to nearest IOO).

r~LE A4.I : Comparison of Aaual and Expected RI-born Migrants Residing in Each County
of NI, x96r

Males           Females             Persons
County of Residence

Actual Expected Actual Expected    Actual Expected

Antrim
Armagh
Belfast County

2,58I ~,oo0 4,163 6,200 6,744    11,2oo
1,835 0,300 2,769 7,800 4,604    I4,IOO

Borough
D own
Fermanagh
Londonderry
Tyrone

4,943 I2,OOO 8,276 i5,6oo i3#i9 27,6o6
3,52I lO,3OO 5,583 I~,7oo 9,io4 23,000
2,o14 3,300 2,600 3,800 4,6I4 7,too
3,341 3,7°o 5,36o 4,4oo 8,7Ol 8;lOO
2,56I 5,5°o 3,577 6,2oo 6,i38 i1,7oo

Total 2o,796 46, i oo    32,3~8 56,700    53,124 10%800

Basic Sources: NI: CP I96I, Counties of Antrim, Armagh, Down, Fermanagh,
Tyrone; Belfast County Borough, County and County Borough of Londonderry
and General Report. Table 15 in all reports.

If internal migration behaviour of RI-born migrants extended to NI we
would expect to find lO2,8oo RI-born persons residing in NI. The actual
number was only 53,124. The Border therefore acts as a deterrent to the
movement of RI-born persons. The effect is much more emphatic in the case
of males, with actual only 45 per cent of expected, compared with 57 per cent
for females, probably because movement Out of women on marriage is
unrestricted. The pattern of excess of expected is common throughout the NI
counties, the only exception being Derry. The excess of actual females over
expected in Derry is very marked. Curiously enough, on an expected basis,
Donegal is not the main RI source of the supply of Derry immigrants. Dublin
is far and away the main RI county of origin of immigrants into NI, accounting
on an expected basis of course, for 25 pet cent for males and 22 per cent for
females.

The view might be taken that ,because the population of RI is 95 per cent
RC, as the basis of the ratios in Table A3 is predominantly this RC population,
and for historical reasons, the calculation of expected numbers should be
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confined to ,the RC population alone. Instead of using the total population. of
each NI county to calculate the expected numbers we use tlie KC population
of each NI county. The results are shown in Table: A4.2;      ~ ....

TABLE A4.2 : Comparison of Actual and Expected RC born in RI and Residing in Eavh
County of aVI, z96sc

County of Residence
Males - [    Females l "Persons

I Actual ExpectedI Actual .... EXpected

Antrim
Armagh
Belfast County

Borough ~.
Down
Fermanagh
LondOnderry
Tyrone

TOTAL NI -8,707    16,9oo

Actual ExPected

997 i #oo
i,o26 , 3,000

1,805 3,3oo
1,194 2,9oo

848 1,7oo
1,653 i,8oo
!,!84 3,000

1,672 1,5oo
1,672 3,700

3,102 4,3oo
2,152: 3,6oo
1,224 2,ooo
3,o01 2,30°
1,930 3,5o0

2,669. :2,700
2,698    6,700

4,9o7. 7,6oo
3,346 6,5o0
2,072 3,700
4,654 4,.I0O
3,114 6,500 ,-

14,753 20,900 23,460 37,800

Basic Sources: As for Table A4, I .’

Judged on the basis of the results in Table A4.~, the Border appears to act
as a deterrent to movement Of RC migrants born in RI to NI. However the
validi~ of the results depends onone’s view. regarding the distributor Which
should be used to calculate the religious composition of the expected number
of migrants from RI to NI. Three distributors that can be used are (I) the
religious composition of the County of destination of the migrants.rThe determinant
of the religious composition of migrants in this case is the force of attraction of
the two main religious groups in NI the attractive force being positively
related to the proporfion~of each county’s population in each group; (2) the
religious composition of the county of Origin of the migrants. !

n this approach
one regards the migrant population as a random sample from :the population
at the point of origin; (3) the religionscomposition of the combined population
of the county of origin and the county of destination. Here one has regard to the
potential number of IKC and OD :migrants-fr0m each RI county and the force
of attraction of the two religions groups in each:NI county. !nTable A5 we
show the results for these three distributors.            "

The expected number of migrants is of course the same whichever distributor
is used, but the religious composition of the expected number depends on the’

distributor selected. Distribut0rsir and 2 clearly reflect the religious composition
of the area used as a distributor. The actual/expected comparison for distributor
i is 62. i per cent for RC and 45.6 per cent for ODwhile for distributor ~ it is
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TABLE A5 : Comparison of the Religious Composition of the Expected Number of R.I-born
Migrants to Nl using as Distributors the Religious Composition of the Migrants (r)County of

Destination, (2) Count) of Origin and (3) County of Destination and County of
Origin (Combined Population)

RC OD Total
Distributor

Actual Expected Actual Expected Actual Expected

Keligious
composition of:__

I. County of
destination

2. Cotmty of
origin

3. County of
destination
and of origin

23,460 37,800    29,664 65,000    53,124 lO2,8oo

23,460 96,200    29,664 6,600    53,I24 Io2,8oo

23,460 57,7oo    29,664 45,ioo    53,124 lO2,8oo

,’ k, ,,’

\

Basic Source: NI: CP 1961, General Report.

24"4 per cent for RC and OD migrants are almost 4½ times more than one would
expect~ (Of course the expected number of RC migrants from using distributor
I above is the same as the expected number of RC migrants shown in Table
A4.2.) The result of using distributor 3 does not, as might be thought, simply
reflect the religious composition of the whole island--RC expected is 56 per
cent of the total not 75 per cent which is the percentage for All Ireland. The
actual/expected comparison using this distributor is 4o.7 per cent for RC and
65.8 per cent for~ OD.

The results of the actual/expected comparison for the three distributors are
consistent for RC migrants--actual always being less than expected. Thus the
Border acts as a deterent to migration and it effects RC migrants with greater
force than OD migrants.

Our analysis so far in this section has been based on a comparison of what
one would expect to find under "ideal" conditions and the actual situation.
Departures from the ideal pomion, it is inferred, are due to special circum-
stances which effect the behaviour of migrants. Some additional light may be
shed on these circumstances if we examine the relationship between one of the
factors which, we assumed in our analysis, effects the migration process and
the number of migrants from RI residing in each county in NI. This factor is
the religious composition of the county of destination in NI--our assumption
is that there should be a positive relationship between the percentage of each-¯

county’s population which is RC or OD ~md the proportion which the migrants
form of each county’s population. Using as our dependent variable (T) the

i number of RC and OD migrants in each county as a percentage of the popula-

’ ;:    i.~

¯ i~ ¯ ¯
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tion~ ofsimilarreligionin thecounty and as our independent (X).the percentage
of each comlty’s population,which is:RC or OD we computed four regression
equations (males and females separately) the results Of wl~ch are given in
Table A6. " " : .i " ’’" "

TABLE A6: Regression of Number of RC and OD Migrants from RI Residing,in Each NI
Cogn~ 03 a Per¢~tage of the Population of Similar Religion in Each NI County in x96x~ ( T)
on the Percentage of RC and OD in Each NI County Population in x96x (X, ); . Males and

Females

RC:

Religious Group--~

Male

Female

Male

Female

L ICoeffwient of
Constant X

OD:

1"6I

2.38

I 1.99

I6.~o

o;o528 -69
. (2"3o6)

o’o9o7 "73
(2"584)

---o.i379 2--.77
(~ "978)

---O’1861 , --’79
(3"I I7)

$

o’9I

I "44

i .85

2.45

Note: The number ofobservati0ns is 8 (6 Counties plus 2 county boroughs).
¯

t-values in brackets () under coefficients.

The correlation coefficient for RCmales is not ’significant at P ----- "o5 while
it is significant for ~the other’ three regressions (including both negative OD
regressions). The contrast between the relationship for RG and OD is striking )
indicatingas it does that the proportion of RG migrants born in,RI and residing
in each NI county will increase as the prop0rtionof the RC population in each

NI county increases, and that the proportion of OD migrants in each county
in NI is inversely~related to the percentage OD in each county. It would appear
from these results that OD migrants.fr0m RI to NI help to.maintain abalance
between the religious groups,in thosec0unties where the OD population is less
than the RG population. The higher r’s and ,larger values of the regression
coefficients for the OD regression-equations indicate~ that the OD population ’
of NI is a greater force of attraction for OD migrants from RI than is the RC

-population of NI forRC migrants from RI.
Our work on this particular aspect of Our enquiry has led us far afield, with

results which are Somewhat conflicting. Nevertheless, the answer to the question
posed at the outset of:this section must be an emphatic affirmative. PrObably
this phenomenon of lower, and,, as we tbink,: diminishing association, has .
lasted for hundreds of years.¯                   :     :

¯ . , ¯ . , . Z
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Migrants In From aVI

As we have seen, the number In from NI is very small, only 2%129 (12,872
males and 14,257 females) in 1961. Despite the small number involved it is
worth asking whether migrants In from NI favour any particular area in RI ?
We have found it useful in [I] to use three destination categories (i.e. (i)
contiguous counties, (ii) Dublin, (iii) Elsewhere in RI) in examining internal
migration in RI. Accordingly we (a) assign these totals to these three types of
residence in RI; (i) contiguous county, (ii) Dublin, and (iii) Elsewhere;
(b) assuming that if NI-born migrants do not favour any particular areas in
RI to which to migrate, they would be distributed throdghout RI in proportion
tO the population of each RI county, we distribute the totals according to the
population of the three types of residence; and (c) calculate the ratios of (a) to
(b) ; for the three types we Obtain the results shoWn in Table A7.

TABLE A7: Persons Born in NI and Residing in RI z96x, Classified According to Three
Types of Residence: (a) Actual, (b) Calculated, and (e) Ratio (a) to (b)

(a) Actual
(b) Calculated
(c) Ratio

(a) Actual
(b) Calculated
(c) Ratio

’

"..

Contiguous
county Dublin Elsewhere

Males

Total

4,384 5,516 2,972 12,872
1,5oo 3,044 8,328 i2,872
2"92 1.8i 0"36 I

Females
e

5,275 6,093 2,889 14,257
1,56o 3,898 8,799 14,257
3.38 1.56 0"33 1

Basic Source: RI: CP 1961, Vol. VII, Part II, Table 4.

It is obvious that contiguity (e.g. Derry to Donegal) exercises a strong
influence. Nevertheless the contiguity ratios for males and females are smaller
than for those internal to the Republic, 4"27 and 5"25 respectively ([I],
Table 19), as one would expect from our finding above that the Border acts
as a deterrent to migration. The two streams to Dublin and Contiguous
counties account for three-quarters of the total migrants from NI. ,

Dublin Effect, In From NI

NI-born residing in Dublin in 1961 numbered 5,5.16 males, 6,o93 females,
only 1.6 per cent for each sex of the respective populations. Do these figures
bear any relation to what might be expected if the Border did not exist?

¯ , : , . \
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The NI counties are non-contiguous to Dublin. ~As regards~ma!eS,~47,i85
born in the 22 non-contiguous counties (with a malepopulation of984,5ox)
resided in Dublin in i96i. The male .population~ofNI in i96t ~qaS 694,2~4.
Hence.~the expe&ed number of~ NI:bona males would be33,3oo (694,224: ×
47~2/984"5), Tile corresponding figure for ~;females; is 46,3o0. These arc Crude
estimates: zonai distance should be allowed-for: Uslngequati0ns No. 8 in
Table i o of [i], however, for thc~z0nkl, distances Of Northern counties from

h
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Dubliri:(ranging from 2½ ,to 4), t_lie’ tWO° �orrection:factors are found to be so
near U~ty that the crude ’e~timatcs may bc regarded as corrected for zonal
distance. " " ..... ~ : ~ ’ ’/" ~

~Comparing these~estima~es with~actuals, NI-born in Dublin number only- ¯ - -
about one-seventh Of what one Would expect. One surmises that Belfast :{a city
much nearer which, with environs, has a l?opulation about the Same as Dublin)
is the more powerful Counter-attraction.

¯ We have no figures [for Dublin-born residing in. Belfast: in ~ 96 ~ the numbers
of. Belfast CB residents born in RI were: 4,943 males and 8,276‘ females. The
numbers of Dublin CB residents born in NI were3,846 males, ’4,i 18 females
(of which only 933 persons were born in Belfast [), While the Belfast situation i~ ~

"better" in this respect than Dublin’s, it is cvldcnt:that, at least up to x961,
neither city held miJch attraction for those~born in;the other. ¯

Migration Flow In to RI From NI               . ,

So far in this appendix analysis has been based onthe st0ckposition; mainly

in x96i. Thesesi~k~mmis are so small as to make 0ncdoubt whether.’c0h0rt’
flow analysis is worthwhile. However, we give, in Table A8, the results, in very
summary form.        -                     , _                             .,. :~

TABLE A8 : Derivation of Net Migration in Broad Age¯ GrOups in the, x5 Tears x946-6x~
’Amongst Persons Born in aVI Residing in RI : :,~ ~.

(--= net emigration) ~ i-: : :,

Age in x96x

O--x4
15--54
55 + : ¯         ~,-

,All Ages¸

Net immigration x946-~6r (x5 Years)

Male¯ [ Female :-
P

1,595 1,4i7
--!,o84 ..... " , , , ~,---608.

-"479 --486 ,,;

.... -i68
D

5
!

Basic Sources: RI: CP !946, Vol. III, ¯Part¯ II, Table xo;, CP I96I, Vol, L~VII,
Part II, Table 7 ....

Note: Cohort deaths: derived from Irish Life Table:~i 96o-66, ,~Urvivorship ratios
applied to detailed-age distribution x946. Deaths may ’be 4mderstated (andnet

¯ emigration overstated) in age group55 t)r0ver; :~ - .... ¯ ~ i i ’ . :’, ~
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When one c0nsiders~ that deaths in the 15 years amongst NI-born males
alivein 1946 are’estimated a~ 3,268 (~ decline’ in population 3,436--net
einigration 168), net migratiott was negligibly small for both males and females.
As we have noted in [I] in connection with flow analysis within RI, the flow
for NI-born was "characterized by a migration of children tn nearly cancelled
by a net movement Out at later ages. Of course, the net figures shown may
conceal relatively larger gross flows at ages 15 or over, e.g., migration to
Britain: The lower net emigration for women at ages 15-54 (in f96I) may be
due to the In movement of NI-born on marriage.             .

Trend since 191 i

We have shown that in I96I numbers born in RI and living in NI, and
vice versa, are far fewer than might be eXpected if movement between the two
regions was similar in degree to that obtaining within RI. Are these phenomenon
due to the political changes in.’192I, whereby the Border came formally into
being? Or did the Border exist de facto for a longer period? We set out in Table
A9 certain aggregates which should be revealing in this regard.

TABLE A9: Wumber of Persons (x) Wi-born Residing in RI, (z) RI-born Residing in .ArI,
(3) RI-born Residing in RI Outside County of Birth, z9Ix-z96r

Thotisands

x9rx I926 z936-37 x946-Sx

(z) (2) (3) (4) (5)
(I) NI-born in RI          35"0 35"I 35"1 33"5
(2) RI-born in NI 57"2 63"9 59"3 61"1
(3) RI-born residing in

RI outside County
of Birth 325"0 344.6 371 "2 400’8

I961

(6)

27"1
53"1

397"6

Basic Sources: NI: Census Reports for 1926, 1937, 1951, I96I ; RI: Census Reports
for 1926, 1936, 1946, 196 ! ; The 1911 figures axe from the Census of Ireland, 19 x 1.

Note: In columns 4-5, the NI Census year 1937 and 1951 apply to row (~), the
RI Census years 1936 and 1946 to i~ows (i)and (3).

During the period I9I 1-1961 the population figures were so stable that in
Table A9 we need not have recourse to rates of any kind. The row (3) figures
are supplied for comparison, to indicate the trend in general propensity to
migrate within the area of RI, characterized by a strong tendencyto increase
from 191i to 1946 (as we might expect with improving communications),
with no significant change thereafter; we recall that in the 15 years 1946-1961
emigration out of the countrY/was of huge dimensions, probably lessening the
tendency to move from one RI county to another.
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As regards our question at the outset of this section, there was little sign of
change in migration behaviour occasioned by the Treaty. TableA9 shows that
up to 1946 the number of NI-bom in RI remained very stable.~ Numbers of
RI-born inNI were less stable but with no significant change in general level.
In the period i946-i96i there can be no doubt about the significance of the
decline in both totals. The fall in number of RI-born in NI may have been due
partly to the NI Work Permit regulation of I947. Anyway, this kind ofinter-
communication between the two regions was on the wane.

The year I96I marked the beginning of a great economic upsurge inRI
and it wil! be interesting to observe the effect on the two trends at the Gcnsuses
of I971.

Occupations of ,NI-born Residing in RI and RI-born Working Population by Industry
inNI

The actual numbers in Table Axo are an abridgment of two very useful x96i
gI Census tables.

TASLE Am: Males and Females Born in aVI Residing:in RI in x961, Classified in x4 Main Occupational Groups.
.Nurabers in and Percentages in CorreSlJonding Groups of the Population.

Main occupational group

x. "Agriculture
o. Other producers
3. Labourers
4. Transport
5. Clerks, typists

Commerce :--
6. Managerial
7. Other
8. Services
9. Administration

Io. Professions
I I. Other GO*

Total GO*, 14+

Not GO*, 14+ :m
1o. Home duties
13. Other
14. Under x4 years

Mabs

000)

I
Per cent Population [

(ooo) I

Females

Born in .NII Per cent

TOT.~L x,416"5 I4,o57

350.6 [,o6o 0"36 4o"1 036 0"56
130"2 1,541 1" 18 40.7 211 0.52

87"3 429 o’49 3"0 zo o.33
7o~8 687 0"97 1o"7 34 0"30
31.6 757 0"39 46.3 642 I "39

26.5 697 0.63 i2.o 194 x.62

39"4 645 r’64 26"7 217 o.81
16.i 282 z’76 60’9 57° 0’94
1.2"4 641 5"15 0"9 44 4.68

37’7 1,618 4"3° 41"2 1,O1X 2"46
i9.o 446 0"35 2.1 . 20 0"96

I 1821 "5 9,003 1"Io 286"6 [ ,3;x89 "I 1"11

-- -- 601% 8,367 1.39
176.o o,469 i’4o I13"I 1,421 1-26

419" x 1.4oo 0"33 4oo.7 1,28o 0"32

[ I2,872
°"91 II~4°1"8 I

1"o2

* GO = Gainfully Occupied.
Basic Source: RI: CP I961, Vol. VII Part II, Tables 9A and 9B.

The main showing of the table is that the socio-economic status of NI-born,
is much above the general average. Thus, for men, :the percentage for admin-
istration, professions and managerial in commerce are far above the general

. :    , ., .
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average for gainfully occupied (I" I per cent) and labourers well below it. A
rather similar picture emerges for women. The percentages for non-agricultural
producers are surprisingly low, since NI is a storehouse of skilled industrial
manpower. Men in religion (professional group) have the highest percentage
(7.1 i, per cent) amongst the occupations detailed in the Census report.

Corresponding figures on occupations of RI-born residing in NI are not
available from the NI Census of I96I but figures are available on an industry
basis for RI-born aged 15 or over and working in NI on Census date I96i.
We reproduce the figures in Table AII using 24 main industrial classifications.

T.&BL~ AII ¯ Males and Females Aged x5 and over Born in RI Residing in aVI in 1961, Classified in 24 Main
Industrial Groups. Numbers in and Percentages of Corresponding Groups of the Population

Industry

I Agriculture, forestry fishing
II Mining and quarrying

III Food, drink and tobacco
IV Chemicals and allied industries
V Metal manufacture

VI Engineering and electrical
goods

VII Shipbuilding and marine en-
gineering

VIII Vehicles
IX Metal goods n.e.s.
X Textiles
XI Leather, leather goods and fur

XII Clothing nad footwear
XIII Bricks, pottery, glass, cement,

etc.

XIV Timber, furniture, etc.
XV Paper, printing and publishing

XVI Other manufacturing industries
XVII Construction

XVIII Gas, electricity and water
XIX Transport and communication
XX Distributive trades

XXI Insurance, banking and finance
XXII Professional and scientific ser-

vices
XXllI Miscellaneous services
XXIV Public administration and de-

fence
Industry not stated or place of

work outside U.K.

All Industries

¯ Tota B°~Iin Percentage Percentage

68,020 ~,122 3.12 4.66
69I 19 2"75 5"88

17,059 555 3"25 i "55
1,818 72 3.96 6.4o

254 4 1.57

16,139 267 1.65 1.54

21,87o 29° 1.33 1.77
8,37o 176 2.1o 1.95
1,652 54 3"27 4.9o

°o,93I 3°3 1.54 i.~4
378 3 0"79 I’2I

3’055 89 2"91 ~’34

4,619 114 ~’47 1.88
4,°3o lO3 2"43 i .87
3,82o Io4 ~’7~ 1.4°

812 I5 1"85 1"17
41,349 1,184 2.86 3"I8

6,614 I32 2.oo n.o3
~7,765 1,o44 3.76 3.71
48,38° °,o31 4"~o 3"8I

5,419 495 9"I3 4"9°

18,781 1,774 9"45 1 i.I8
°4,005 1,215 5"06 8’75

°6,919 1,45o 5"39 4"77

781 lO5 I3.44 19.58

.Females

3,197 149
17 1

,9,OI2 I40
o5o 16
i6 --

3,957 6z

453 8
8I9 i6
3o6 15

31,366 39°

°47 3
Ol,571 504

531 IO
534 1o

°,4°2 34
I,II3 13

I,°37 33
444 9

%612 97
29,o35 1,1o6

3,IO4 152

27,145 3,o35
o6,x37 ’:’,~86

6,455 3o8

189 37

171,969 8,433373,733 13,74° 3"68 4"9o

Bask Sources: NI: CP 196i, General Report, Tables 31 and 33.

The major feature of this table is the unusually high percentage of l~I-born
males in the Insurance, banking and finance, Professional and scientific
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services and Public administration and defence~ industries. While the :two
tables for RIand NI are not comparable, as one:is on an occupational and the
other on: an industrial basis, the agricultural, ~ administrative~ and professional
groups do have Common elements whether categorized by industry or occupa-
tion. In these three groups KI-born residing in NI are better represented than
NI-born residing in RI. One reason for the substantial number of RI-born
males’in the Profegsional and personal services groupis that~many, of its sub- ¯
groups (e.g. medlCaland dental and educataonal services) areexemptfrom the
safeguarding of Employment Act. Representation of RI-born Females;iS also
unusually high in the Professional and scientific services industry and the
MisceLlaneous services industry. Over 8o percent of RI,born females in the
Miscellaneous Services group are working in priWte domestic service or
caterifig,~ In contrast to the low representation of NI-borI~iin agriculture in
RI the RI-born (male and female)working in NI in agriculture are well up
to the general average. RI representation in the typical NI industries of
Shipbuilding and Textiles is very small.

Movement between NI and RI is clearly a movement of the better educated
(compared with the native born county populations) .. In thisrespect;ith� move- i
ment is similar to that within RI as shown by Hannah from his Cavan survey
[2] and Gillman for internal migration to Dublin ([i], Appendix). -

" REFEREWCES "-

Appendix by Gillman, C.J.,~’Internal[x] Geary, g. C., and Hughes, J. O. with an
Migration in Ireland" ESR./Paper No. 54" Dublin: ESRI, x97o.

[2] Harman, D. Rura/Exodus: A Study of the Migration Decisions of Irish Rural Youth.
London: Chapman, i97o, (In Press).
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